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114\JNICIP .. I. JUDGE
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C>II£F OF POLICE

E. L. I:A&TMOORE
CITY ATTORNEY

Mr Edward Baxter, dministrator
Department of Eousing nnd Urban Develop1nent
Peachtree -Seventh Building
Atlanta, Georgia 30323
Dear Tviro Baxter:
lve are submitting this application for a 1odel City Program
which is allowed under Title 1 o£ the Demonstration Cities and
t/etropoli tan Developnent Act of 1966"'

TYe proposed nodel neighbor ood area outlined in the application will be a big step toward solving the existing probleMs
and supply the true needs of the social, health , welfa~e, recre:1 ....
'tion, education, and enrployr:1ent aspects of tbe conmuni ty.
This applica'tion has been prepared by a cross ... section o..t:'
people in the model nei']hbor ood area and the overall co~munity~
We respectfully req est that this application be given all
due consideration for approval!
Thank you very much,.
Sincerely yours,

Signature Deleted
E. L • . walker , Mayor
City of Palatka, Florida
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City: Palatka, Florida
Address : City Hall - Palatka, Florida
Local Official: Harol d ~filliams - City Manage r
Phone Number : 904-325-4591
Amount of Grant Applied for:
Length of Proposed Planning Period:

12 months

Certification by Applicant :

•

The applicant identified above hereby represents that
it has or will have available 1men needed adequate resources
to defray, with the reouested financial assistance grant,
the cost of :-,he preparation of the comprehensive city
program; that the data and information submitted in support
of and constituting part of this application for a grant
are true, correct an d complete; and that the undersigned
has been duly empowered (1) to submit this request for
financial assistance on behalf of the applic ant, (2) to
provide such additional information and documentation as
may be required by the Department of Housing and Urban
Development, and (3) otherwise to act as the authorized
representative of the applicant in connection ~nth all
matters pertaining to this application.
IN I·JITNF'SS vJHERk;OF, the applicant has caused this
application to be duly executed in its name by its undersi gned officer (or officers) on this
day of
,
19
, in
, County of
,
State of
-----------------

-----

City of Palatka,
A Nunicipal Corporation under
the Laws of the State of Floriaa
By:
E. 1. tvalker
Mayor

ATTEST:
City Clerk
Date:

April 10, 1968
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STEPS TAKEN

I~J

PREPARING THE APPLICATIOI\!

FOR PLANNilJG GRANT

A.

ORGANIZATIOlJ Al!D ACTIVITIES

1.
and

Th e Mayor of Palatka appointed a steering

reviewin~

ccmn1ittee to function as the adminis-

trative oreanization for compiling and preparing this
application.
This Committee was composed of the follo\ving
persons representing various agencies:
City Commission; E . .L. ' 'lalker,

~-~ayor,

John D. Atkins,

City of Palatka;

I-inrold Williams, City Hanager; Frank S. Crabtree,
Director of Urtan Renewal and the Palatka Housing
Authority; Keith Steen, President of Chamber of Commerce; Wesley Chesnut, Director, Putnam County Community Action Pror-ram; L. tl. ··:tarrell, Chairman of the
Chamter of Commerce Downtown Redevelopment Committee;
Evelyn Green, sch ool teacher representing the minority
eroup and also Ch airman of t h e l eiehborhood Service
Team, an

or~anization

of citizens with the objective

of informing t h e citizens of community endeavors;
Dr. J. A. LonE, physician representine the local EiRacial Committee and the minority group; Lee Gitbins,
representing the Central La bor Union.

City of Palatka
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The Committee t h en elected John Atkins, Chairman,
Mayor E. L. \'.Talker as Vice-Chairman.

The City l·:!anager,

Harold E. ' tilliams, with the assistance of Frank

s.

Crabtree, Director of the Urban Renewal Agency, was
assigned the responsibility of collecting all information from different agencies and citizen groups and
compiling the application to be submitted to the
Department of Housine and Urban Development.
The various Committee members were then given
assignments Frepared t y the City :r.·.Lanagers office to
contact various orEanizations and citizen groups to
collect information and properly inform them of the
application process.

\vritten committments and docu-

mentations were then received f ·rom most of these groups
supporting the program.
2.

Th e major activities undertaken to involve

public and private agencies, including other units of
goverP~ent,

are described as follows:

One year ago, when the

r·~odel

City Program was

passed into law, the City became interested in the program and endeavored to gather the necessary information
and community involvement to meet the program requirements.

City of Palatka
Part I Page __
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At this time, there was only a short period of time available to prepare the application, but the City put forth
all efforts possible to properly inform the public and to
prepare a suitable application.

Due to unavoidatle cir-

cumstances, the application was not submitted with in the
deadline that was placed upon it by HUD.

This application,

therefore, contains in its exhibits, documentations as to
the community involvement in t h e preparation of t 11is application t hat was dated during that time, as well as at t h e
present t ime.
T..1e CJ..ty•s goal in preparing t h is application was to
involve every organization, public and private acencies in
t h e enti::."'e community of t h is plan.

A meeting was called at

the Civic Center and the general format of the J-.::odel City
Proeram was explained.
private

a~encies

The following list of public and

and local citizen groups were represented

at t l-..is meeting, as well as interested citizens.

Following

the meeting , each of the representatives returned to t h eir
~~ oups

and discussed the Model City proposal, and, at a

later meeting, all groups endorsed t h e prog ram.

These

e ndorsements and Press coveraee on t h e results of t hese
meetings, are contained as exhibits following t h is part.

City of Palatka
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below, there are up-to-date endorsements and

approvals given by the above groups illustrating their continu.ing support.

3.

The !najor activities undertaken to involve the

residents of the Model Neighborhood were:

The organization

of a Neighborhood Service Team, that was organized by the
Community Action Program from a group of about 60 residents
of the minority group which organized themselves into an
area and

blo~k

to block organization, for the sole purpose

of carrying information to the citizens of the prime target
area, and

~ he

the balance

o~

o r ganization of the local news media to inform
the general public who receive and read the

newspaper.

4.

The major steps undertaken for the preparation of

this application were:
(a )

The designation of the Planning Grant Appli-

cation Committee by the City Commission.
(b)

•

The assignments to committee members to com-

municate with various agencies and groups and
~ itizens.

(c)

The physical contact with the people on

the streets and in their homes by committee members.

City of Palatka
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(d)

Newspaper coverage.

(e)

Contact with target area residents by the

Nei~htorhood

E.

PARTICIPATION AND

1.

Service Team.
CO~J.'li~!tJIENTS

The identification of various State, local

public, and private agencies, consultants and local
citizen groups who were notified and asked to participate
in the preparation of this application.

Nost of the

following did.

•

City Commission
County Commission
School Board
County Welfare
County Health
County Juvenile Counselor
State Welfare Department
C.A.P. Committee
Ei-Racial Committee
Committee of 100
Chamber of Commerce
Urban Renewal Agency
Palatka Housine Authority
Planning Board
Citizens Advisory Committee
Zoning Eoard
Cemetery & Parks Eoard
Putnam County Community Action
Program of OEO
Putnam County Superintendent of Schools
Florida State Road Department
Palatka Engineerin~ Department
Gerald Dake Associates
Industrial & Railroads
Business & ~erchants
Property Owners (Rental & Home Owners)
Jaycees

City of Palatka
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Underwriters
Motels
Lib:::--ary Boa.:--d
County Representatives
ouilding Supply and Contractors
Ministerial
Rules of Appeal
Medical Association
Gas A '..1th0:.:•i ty
Oil and Petroleum
Au·to Daalers
Realtors
St .. Johns R :~ ver Valley Advisory . CommiGsion
Probation a::.d Parole Officers
St. Johns River Junior College
Florida Development Commission
Florida State Planning Department
Fl~rida Sta~e Employment
Putnazn Cour::cy Central Later Uniori
NeighborhooJ Service Team

As well as the above mentioned groups and agencies, it
th~t

was requested

representative frcm

the State Governorls Cabinet provide a
~he

Executive Branch of State Govern-

ment to work with the local Committee in
applicatio~J

a~~

~reparing

this

Secretary of State, Tom Adams, has agreed

to assist in aLy way possible in the preparation of this
application and to support activities in its relations in
the future ..
Involvement 0f the County and State School Systems
was an essential stepv

These agencies will play an impor-

tant role in preparing a Model Neighborhood Application

_ _____________
_..,..._

~--

---
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and in the implementation of the plan with labor, material,
and equipment, as well as financial assistance.
We have received the enthusiastic endorsement and expressions of continuing support from the Putnam County Central
Labor Union, AFL-CIO.

This organization is comprised o:f 16

affiliated member locals representing over 4000 members employed in the Palatka area:

717
1098
1500
685
598
641
565
852
821
579
419
3110
1583
1263
1460
337

Paper Makers
I .A.M. Maintenance

Carpenters
Barbers
Pulp & Sulphite
Pulp & Sulphite
Pulp & Sulphite
Pulp & Sulphite
·pulp & Sulphite
Pulp & Sulphite
Cafeteria hTorke r s
Communication Workers
IBEl~7, Hudson
I BE tv, Florida Power ~~ Light
Putnam County Wo rkers
Offic2 \vorkers

~

·'

....

:,

Palatka, Florida
::
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IDENriFICATION & DESCRIPTION OF
r10DEL NEIGHBORHOOD AREA
..

A.

Description of Area:

' .
. .; . ~·- ·}

:~

· .~The - M<Dq~l

. :: a~pr:a~~~atef.J:T.

Neighborhood Area selected in Palatka encompasses

$q % of

the. totel incorporated city a·nd contains

045 . acres
of :··land · area.
.. , . . : -1
.
. ·. ,. . ..
~.

~

\

St~rt_ing
~ ·.·J · ~ : · . • .r

~he

.area is described .by t:1e follQwing:

?fa po_int at the St. Johns River Edge Bt the

....

i

· f

•

•

Easterly end of the extentsion of Wapalaw. Street; thence
...

running Westerly to the East side of 16th Street; thence
,.

~

'

running Northerly to the City
' s·outh

Limit~

line; thence runninp:

and We~terly following the City Limits line to the

Nbrth~est corner of the City Limits; _thence r~ning South

.
::

;l

~

,~

I

;

. · :alon·g. the City limits line to the South side of Catherine
S~re~t]

of

• • •• i

thence.

:~ -{:li}or .

~st

along Catherine Street to the

~ast

side

Stree.t; thence running Northerly . alcng the : East side

of Sailor Street to the Swt_h

s~de

of ·Hain Street ; _thence

running Easterly along the South side of M_a in

Str~et

to the

Southlvester1y side of State Road 17 and 100; thence following
the South and Hesterly side of the State Road 17 and 100 to
. ;the W~st 'edge of roseley Avenue; thence following the West;---:· :

·-:- - .

'f> . ~

1
• --

: .·.1.: ; ·

,·erly sid~. of Moseley : Avenue in a So-u therly direction to the
South side :of: Edgemoor Street; thence running Easterly along
the City Limits line to the St. Johns River Edge; thence

Palatka, Florida
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running North along the St. Johns River Edge to the point of
beginning. (See map enclosed with this application.)
The above described Model Neighborhood area encompasses
approximately 1045 acres, of which approximately 200 are in
existing swamp or marsh land which has a long range potential
for residential and open space development,

175 acres in the

existing Ravine Gardens and the Golf Course that are owned
by the City, and approximately 60 acres of potential open
space land on the river's edge in the old Wilson Cypress mill
tract, leaving

approx~mately

610 acres of "built up" land in

the delineated Model Neighborhood area.

Palatka, Florida
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B.,

Eligibility.
~he

above

described Model Neighborhood Area meets all of the

criteria described in Section 1.3 of the program guide for Model
Neighborhoods ·in Demonstration Cities.
Area Size and Boundaries: . The delineated Model Neighborhood is a
compact area containing all of the older problem plagued sections
of the city of Palatka.

It is large enough to permit a compre-

hensive approach to redevelopment, but small enough to work as a
demonstratable

proje~.t.

The size of the area was also restricted

by the city 1 s fiscal and homan resource capabilities to implement
long range corrective measures.
The selected area is. primarily residential, but does contain
three industrial areas and the Central Business

~strict.

The

inclusion of these area are felt to be essential in the overall
planning within the area.

The Central Business

~strict

is felt to

be a long range key element in the rehabilitation of fringe area
substandard housing units.

The present redevelopment pro8ram

currently underway in the Central

Bue~ness

District by the merchants

and property owners will result in renovation activities which it
is hoped will

~ffect

adjacent residential areas.

The industrial sections in the area are remanents of the
historical growth pattern and today are definite blighting in•

Palatka, Florida
Part II, Page

.t'lus~1cs s

upon

adj~cent

properties.

4

The current long range plans

f o:r· the city call for two of these industrial areas to be reloceted
~n

long term basis.
The delineated Model Neighborhood Area was also defined in

order tlult the numerous pockets of
includeci .

11

substandard Iiousing" could be

Historically, th e City has grown in a "leap-frog" manner

leaving numerous "poor" and "blighted" sections.

In numerous

:Sections of the city, slum and blighted area are intermingled with
. ~tandard,

upper class residences.

In order to accomplish the

establlshed purposes of the Model Neighborhood Program, it was
·~1s cess a ry

to encompass all

~~ondi tions.

1J f

the "pocketed" slum and blighted

Only the ne1.v er sections of the city have been omitted

f rom the Tviodel Neighborhood delineation because these areas do not
contain substar1d?rd condi t :_ons.
The St. Johns River
~\fe1.ghborbood

v.~a

t.erfront area vas included in the

descr1.ption b e :: ause this area is the city's most

valuable natural asset and to this date has not been capitalized
npor-.

In fact, the city has turned its bacl< to the River. The new

C:r·o:.:;·,;···Florida

~arge

Canal, which meets the St. Johns River at

Palatka 1rill soon generate a considerable amount of water traffic

•

ar1d. make this waterfront .area a "FRONT DOOR" to the city.

The

·:Jridge crossing over the river at Palatka, also carries a high
volume of tourists crossing the state from

I-9$ at St. Augustine

Palatka, Florida
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to I-75 a·:.; Gainesville.
The reason for extending the Neighborhood boundaries to the
southerly city limits is to include the Ravine Gardens.

This

natural beauty spot has many possibilities for the development of
parks

~nd

beautification projects for providing job opportunities

for the low and moderate income people.
The extreme northwest boundary line was chosen to include a
slum and blighted area along the main entrance into the City and
also because this area contains a serious drainage problem,

SOCIAL, ECONOl1IC AND PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS:
·r he Hodel Neighborhood area includes most of the Negro
community of Palatka and most of the older citizens of the city.

The

older people raised their families in t6wr1 1 then the children moved to
newer residential area west of town, outside of the Model Neighqprhood
area.

This migration has left the area "socially blighted 11 , with the

common sympt oms - broken homes, low income and educational levels,
poverty, poor health, unemployment, dependence on welfare, etc.

The

area does, however, contain residential pockets of standard dwelling
~its,

but these areas are in

d~nger

of deterioration because of the

adjacent blighting influences 4
Econ~mic conditions within the delineated Nei~borhood are poor.

The area cont ains over 2/3 of all the families in the city with in-

•

Palatka, Florida
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comes below$)000 and all of the families in the city with incomes
below $1000 annually.
in the city and over

The area contains 71% of the total unemployment

65%

o~

all persons in the city under 21 years of

age receiving welfare.
The physical charasteristics of the Model Neighborhood are marked
by

water and marsh on two sides - the east and north - which prohibits

growth.

The area is seriously split by the mainline of the Seaboard

Coastline Railroad and spurlines of the Southern Railroad, and includes
a large switching yard.

These rail lines cause serious traffic hazards

and congestion at peak hours of traffic flow.

The area contains 2681

housing units on 616 gross acres of land with an estimated net density
of 12 dwelling units per acre.
units, or

52%

are substandard.

Approximately 1398 of the total housing
The area is

characteri~ed

amount of mixed land use and serious conflicts of uses.

by a great
The area is

not able to support itself economically and therefore contains many
miles of unpaved streets and serious drainage problems.
Additional information regarding the description of the Community
is followed in Part III of this application •

•

Palatka , Florida
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r.: . Neighborhood and City Conditions
The following information was obtained from the 1960 Census, the Local
Housing Authority, Florida State Employment Office, County and State
Welfare Departments, County Judge

Office, Juvenile Counselor, City

~olice

Department, County Health Department, Putnam County Schools, and the
Workable Progr8m of the City of Palatka for 1966 and 1967.
2.

Problem Analysis

Palatka's problems stem basically from two causes. First, it is
located on a site th at prohibits its expansion in any direction except
to the west. Second, its economy originally was based upon l2bor
intensive, low-skill enterprises (lumbering and agriculture) .
economic base and production

pr~ctiees

1\ '.: !J~.:::

have changed, this labor force has

not been prepared to meet the new demands upon it by modern

technology~

The net effect of these problems has been a community with

a~

obsolescent physical plant, with low standDrds of maintenance of many
of its residential and commercial properties and with inadequate
public services. This situation is further complicated by a
tax base that discourages

ma~or

dt~ndling

further commercial or residential development

within the city limits and by a transportation system that h2s created
me> j or bottlenecks in the downtot..m area.
Crowding and low levels of living are having the following effects
on the community:
1.

A sewer treatment plant that provides only

prima~

ment, a serious problem when flooding occurs

i~

treat-·

the area;

Palatka, Florida
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2.

A hospital (Putnam Memorial) inadequate to present needs,
so that mentBl patients must be kept in the county jail;

).

A health center has never been completed (only the first
floor is now in use);

4. A total

of 1,698 welfare cases (treated by a local staff

of four social workers -- two vacancies exist, but reportedly

5.

h~en•t

be filled because of the heavy caseload);

A percentage of housing classified as "dilapidated and substandardn amounting to

6.

42 percent of all housing units;

Monthly county payments for groceries and nrugs for indigents
that amounted to $634.75 this past January- total County
assistance amounted to $41,791.17 in 1966, about seventy
percent of this amount spent to support indigent families
in Palatka;

1. Employment figures that indicate a rise from 10,200 to
10,800 in total employment from 1959 through 1965 td th
most of this rise

(4SO

of the 600 job increase) in the

"Government" sector and with such important areas as
Manufacturing; Transportation and Public Utilities and
Finance, Insurance and Real Estate showing no increase
in employment whatsoever;

8.

Data on juvenile counseling that indicate a delinquency dependency case total of 171 in 1966, plus 20 commitments
and

47 total-supervision cases.

Palatka, Florida
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In sum, the problem area described has

aJ~

\..f the dis fu.~1 ctions auc

problems listed in the Program Guide. Some of these problems may be
minor, compared 1d th those of other communi ties, but in the areas of
employment opportunities, dependence on welfare
~ ~urns

paymen ~ s,

education and

and blight we feel that Palatka must rank with the most dis-

advantaged American municipalities. Under this program wa would hope to
substantially improve conditions in these fields.

Palatka, Florida
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STATISr iCAL
Item

. City Total

PROFILE
Model
Nei ghb orhnod

1

_PO_P_T_JL_A_T_I_ON_T_============:==:~~~~--=--=--:--=.===~~----+1· _
Total
hlhi te
Negro
Other ( Specify \
Percent nonwh ite
Sorn in Puerto l ico
Born in Mexico

11,028
7, 610
3,418

14

8822
54 0 4
3418

Percent of
City Total

-l

80%

1

1

I
I

I

l

31

outsi0e~U-n~i~t-ed s_t_a_t_e_s~~-----l-1_o-----+------ -----

Born
__
Population Density

Total housing units---

Fousing units per acre
~ umber overcrowded
Percent overcrowded

i

1

~· ---3-,-71-8-----~o----2-,-6-8-l---4-------·~
1

2.0
1,554

1

w_~

1

4.4
1,398
52%

~otal number of fanilies
Numbe r of fa milies 1~~.ri th

'

i

37 ~

I
1-·- - - - - - t
I

I

I

i

1

!

incomes less than $3,000 ;
Percent of totJl rJi th in- !
comes less than $3,000 ;

411
16%

400
19%

14%

UNEMPLOYl'1 ENT ____
jl_ --~-~
Males 14 and over in
civilian labor force
Number unemployed
Percent unemployed
Females 14 and over in
civilian labor force
1
NumbAr unemployed

I

!

!-P-ercent unemployed

I

l
1
I,

.?,689
134

5%
1,690
85

5%

J.
~

I
I

Ij
I

I

Palatka, Florida
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i

Item

1

1

!City Total

Model
Neighborhood

15

Percent of
City Total -----4

j WELFARE
_I
~~-P-er_s_o_n_s__un
__
d_er__2_1---------+~--4-,-5-9-8----+------3:~2--~~-----4-3------~

I Percent under 21 receiv-

l

l

ing AFDC payments
1 Persons 65 c:~nd over
I Percent over 65 receiving old-ae;e assistance

I

I

!

I

'1

I

20
928

30
619

36

66

37

1

I

I

!

1
!

CRIME AND J(JVCNILE
I
i DELINQUENCY
I
1-------------+------+----- I
I
! Total number of persons 'I
: under 18
, 4,293
2,862
! Under 18, arrests per lOOd
158
140
I
:I Total number of persons
; 18 and over
j
6,735
4490
20
! Over 18, arrest per 1600 I
20
I~

I

1

l

I

! HOUSING

j - --- - -

units

I Percent of substandard

i

I

3,718
I
I l, 554
1

units
!i Pereent

!

of dilapidated

2,681

1, 398

1

I,

1

i~~l un_it_s--------~~~~--4-2--~~~-----52_
__

. EDUCA 'i'IQN

Total number of

pers-on-s-~

enrolled in elementary
end secondary schools
• Total number of persons
! 16 and 17
Percent of 16 and 17
year olds enroll ed in
school

I

I

66

I

3

I

66

!

1'

I
j

600
347

1

I

1

I

71

I1

72

1

I

units
; Number of dilapidated

I

I,

-------1.

i

I

j

--

-------+---~-+-------+---------+

! Total housing units
! Number of substandard
I

I

I
!
I

232

1

89

L
I1

____j

I
1

400

I

·
II

1

I

66

I

J

l

'

67

!'
71

1

!------------~'------------~
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Model
Item

City Total

i Percen of

~--N_e_i..::;;.g_hb_?._r_h_o_o_d+I--C-i_t_y-To_t_a_l-t

EDUCATION (cont'd)
Total number of persons
25 and over
Percent over 25 1nli. th
less that 8 years
educ ation

5,756

3,838

33

52

HEALTH

Infant deaths per 1000
live births
19.2/1000
Incidence of tuberculosis !
per 1000 popul~tion
I .0003

16

I

55
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Federal
Agency &
Nature of
Grant

AmOunt
Related
to Jieighborhood
Area

Non-Federal
Share related to

Under
Contract
(% complete)

Neighborhood

Applied

Status
of Grant

For

Allocated
Only

Area

HAA
lo~T-rent

80%

none

98%

public
housing

$2,918,000. $2,918,000

URA
Neighborhood
Facility
100%

185,000

372,664.

Approved
315,306
not under contract

URA

GNRP

100%

l/4

not approved --------

59,795

1/4

Awaiting Loan
& Grant Approval 149,000

149,00~

80%

1/3

not approved

--------

15,258

50%

5%

100%

! ·:;;.··, 748

72,679

10%

100%

25,435

24,675.

5%

100%

14,063

22,980.

URA

Renewa:l
T::.-tle. I·
U :~ ~) 3n

0

HUD

70l · Funds
OEO
CAP

Project

Head Start
Fla-CAP-66-3152/1
OEO

CAP
50%
Conduct &
Administration
GG-3152A/2
OEO

CAP
Program

50%

Developm~nt

FLA-Cl\P :-;.66-3152

OEO
CAP

Project Head Start
CG-3152A
50%

\

10%

100%

59,168

~,395
\

\
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Fe

area

er
s 0
Contract
Grant
( % complete) Allocated
Neig:1. orhooc1
only
area

50%

90%

100%

10%

not yet .irrP?lemented

80%

30%

46,704

13,281

10%

30 !6

25,102

26,175

Grant

For

o.~~ o

C!\P

>,ultiService
Centers
Program

37,158

37,158

S2 , ~; 0 ·~

ti4, 9:J2

7-2
0 :20

CAP
Project
Head-Start 50%
CG-3152-B/3
OEO
CAP
50 %
lu1tiService
Centers
Program
CG- 3152-.8/4

OEO
CAP

50%
Conduct &
Administration
CG-3152/B/4
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CONTINUI ~l G

PROGHAHS AIDED BY FEDERAL GPANTS ~

Federal Agency and
Nature of grant

Total
Estimated Amount related Amount·-~~ -··
to 2Jeighborhood Area
of Grant

U.S.O.E., Public Lat.7

89-10, Title 1
1966

$163,511.28

$325,043 .. 94

89-10, Ti 4 \e 1
1967

112,766. 30

312,689.00

U.S.O.E., Public LaH
89-10, 'rit1e 1
1968

115,865.00

312,689.00

U.S.O.E., Public La\·J
89-10? Title 11

8,257.83

22,796.00

7,711.10

22,796.00

13,936.93

22,796.00

u.s.o.J:.:., Public

•

Lavl

1966
U.S.O.E., Public La'-'.r

89-10, Title 11

1967
La\.v

1968

89~10,

Title 11
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PROBLEM ANALYSIS
A.

Procedure for Problem Analysis:
The first effortsto establish the problem of the City of

Palatka were brought forth in the City Planning Report of
(See Exhibit number 1, showing the extern
Area).

1960.

of the Palatka Planning

In preparing this Planning Report, the Planning Board was

afforded the opportunity to inventory and evaluate many of the basic

•

needs of the community.

After the planning report was presented to

the City Comtnission, members of the City Commission and the Planning
Board "carried the Hord", so to speak,(of the community needs, and the
vision of the future) to the citizens, through the media of the local
newspaper, word of mouth, and by providing speakers to the civic
clubs.
the

To date, this has been a continuing program.

presentC~tions

The scope of

to the citizens, C'Jvered the total planning district.

However, inasmuch as the legal enforcement limits are the line, the
detailed descriptions of the needs of Palatka rere limited to the incorpora ted area, with the follo't·Jing exceptions:
1.

Continue with the Airport Development, in order that it may
serve as a satellite unit to Jacksonville;

2.

Develop the industrial site and extend the site to the St.
Johns River to include barge port facilities. (A feasibility
report justifying this move has been completed, and on file
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with the Putnam County Commission);

J. Study the rerouting of the "SCL" Railroad through Palatka
(See the attached letter from the SCL Railroad)

4.

Support the continued growth of St. Johns River Junior Gollege;

5.

Continue county-wide plannlng (now in process) and extend
the City Limits of Palatka.

There are, of course, many other items of equal importance in the
area comprising the planning district.

However, those outlined above

were deemed most essential and are to be given priority attention as
the Comprehensive Master Plan,

After stuqy and deliberation and re-

lating the long term goals of the Comprehensive •:-lan to this application,
the Planning Board designated the Model Neighborhood Area.
Firm estimates of the anticipated time span and the scope of the
work involved in up-grading the Model

~, eighborhood

yond the limitations of this application.

Area are fDr be-

However, it should be

noted that Palatka started documenting its problems in 1960

~ nd

the

need for up-grading the community has been a mat·:·er for public
assistance since that time.
To this date, the Model Neighborhood Area has been outlined, and
because of the City of Palatka's limited dollars resources gnd the time
limit involved, it was deemed essential to hold public meetings and
hearings.

The

g~eral

scope of the program for processing this

r
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application was brought forth.

The basic concept of the Model

Neighborhood Program was looked upon favorably at all levels.

The

City Commission and Planning Board requested the citizenry to evolve
and recommend an area within the City as a Model ~eighborhood Area.
Several community, organizational, and civic club meetings were held.
The Hodel Neighborhood met the criteria and fell within the scope
of the Comprehensive Master Plan of the City of Palatka.

Most

important of all is the fact that the Model Neighborhood Area has
evolved from the thinking of the citizenry of Palatka.

Palatka, Florida
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General Description of Problems:
l.

Description of Locality.
The City of Palatka is situated in
he art of the "Florida Crown".

ortheast Florida in the

It is an old city located on

the west bank of the St. Johns River--its name evelved from
a Seminole word meaning "River-crossing".

It is the county

seat of Putnam County and is at the center of the triangle
formed by Jacksonville (approximately So miles to the North),
Daytona Beach (approximately SO miles to th e Southeast), and
Gainesville (approximately 46 miles to the 1rJest).
The Palatka Urban Area has a population of over lS,OOO
and of this number 12,000 reside within its city limits.

The

City operates under a Commission-City f1anager form of Government and provides all municipal services that are within its
present financial capacity.
The town was first laid-out on a grid basis in lBSJ.
Basically,

~ll

the blocks within the city .limits of Palatka

are approximately three hundred feet square and the street
rights-of-way in general have been fifty to sixty feet.
original

~rid

pattern has influence d Palatka's growth.

The
The

relatively small blocks have led to a fairly hi sh density of
settlement.

Seventy-five percent of all the lots have sixty-
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five feet or less street frontage and the remaining twentyfive percent have from sixty-five feet to one hundred feet
street frontage.
Pal atka is bounded to the East by the St. Johns

~iver,

to the North by swampy marsh land, to the South by a similar
swampy marsh land, and to the West by the tthill" -- the open
end of the

11

funnel" that channels grovrth into areas west of

the city .
Since Palatka is an old City, most of its physical
plant (streets, community facilities, public buildings) is
obsolete and needs upd8ting.
private residential

~ nd

Standards of maintenance of

commercial properties have been

relatively low, being influenced t .o some extent by the inadequate performance of local government due to the community's
financial limitations.

The financial inability of the City to

provide adequate storm drainage causes periodic flooding.
This flooding not only blocks major thoroughfares, it also
causes dama ge to residences; its residue causes serious
health problems because much of this drainage feeds by
natural patterns to the swampy marsh lands to the north and
south of t own.

The flooding also caused serious dam2 ge to

city streets and has held back the paving of numerous

Palatka, florida
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streets for many years.
Problems cited above are due in part to Palatka's
topography.

The suburban area of the City has no vast

hinterland that can be developed at low cost .

Consequently,

it lacks new suburban housing for upward mobility .

It even

lacks the cushion of surplus substandard housing that could
absorb families temporarily displaced by urban renewal programs , even though 200 lo"tv-rent housing units are now under
construction .

Along with topographic conditions in Palatka,

the oriGinal mapping and lay-out of the City have contributed
substantially to present bliGhted conditions.
The pattern of major transportation routes has been
another major development factor.

Both rail and highway

systems funnel major traffic volumes through the central business
area and through the residential sector .

Studies of Palatka's

growth clearl"J' reveal the effects of this situation .

The

city has been cut in half by the industrial belt and blighted
dwellings that parallel the railroad .

Today's road con-

struction costs are extremely hi bh, a function of the expense
of necessary bridging and filling of swamp areas and this
situation makes it very difficult to construct by-pass patterns .
2.

Main Features of the Areas Economy":
The city of Palatka dominates all sectors of the County's
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economy, accounting for 40.9% of the total 1966 employment.
In 1966, the total non-agriculture employment in Putnam
County was 11,055 workers.

Nearly 32% of these workers were

engaged in manufacturing and over 37.4% of these were
employed in the City of Palatka.

The major manufactured

Products are furniture ?.nd paper.
TABLE 2
NON-AGRICULTURAL

Elfi!PLOYM~T ·r

- Ci rY OF PALATKA & PUTNAl'1 COUNTY

1966
Putnam County
No. of 1.1orkers
Manufacturing
Private Non-Manufacturing:
Retall Trade & Whole sale Trade
Services
Construction
Transportation,
Communications, &
Utilities
Finance , Insurance &
Real Est8te
Other
SUB-TOTAL, Non-Hanufacturing
Government
TOTAL

CITY OF PALL~ TKA
Numbe r of l··Tvrkers %of Total Co.

3,519

1,263

11.4%

2,200
2,288
718

1,030
1,310
203

9.4%
11.9%
1.8%

652

284

2.5%

398
331

158
112

1.4%
1.0%

6,587

3,097

28.0%

949

l61f

1.5%

11,055

4,527

40.9%

Source: Estimates for City of Palatka by Adley Associatesj Putnam County
data from Research and Statistics Department of Florida Development Commission.
Table 3, on the following page, prevides a detailed breakdown by industry
group of the employment within the City of Palatka.

~
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TABLE 3
INDUSTRY GROUP OF EMPLOYED PERSONS,

crrY

Industry Group
Agriculture
Forestry $ Fisheries
Mining
Construction
Manufacturing:
Furniture, Lumber & Wood Products
Primary Metal Industries
Fabricated Metal Ind. (Ind. not spec . metal)
~1achinery, Except Electrical
Electrical Nachinery, Equipment & Supplies
Motor Vehicles & Motor Vehicle Equipment
Transportation Equipment,Except Motor Vehicles
Other Durable Goods
Food & Kindred Products
Textile Mill Products
Apparel & Other Fabricated Textile Products
Printing, Publishing & Allied Products
Chemical & Allied Products
Other Non-Durable Goods (Ind, not spec . Mfg .)
Railroads & Railway Express Service
Trucking Service e~ 1\farehousing
Other Transportation
Communications
Utilities & Sanitary Services
Whmlesale Trade
Food & Dairy Products Stores
Eating & Drinking Places
Other Retail Trade
Finance, Insurance & Real Estate
Business Services
Repair Services
Private Households
Other Personal Services
Entertainment & Recreation Services
Hospitals
Educational Services
Governement
Private

OF

PALfi.TKA -

1960

Employed Persons

201
20
190
(1,135)

373
8

2~~

118

4
21

4

575
24

77
28

So

78

116
82
114

516

135
34
20

415
151

4

68

272

20
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TABLE 3 (Cont'd)
INDUS 'PRY GROUP OF

R~1PLOYED

PERSONS, Cirr'Y OF P ~ L.A rr'K A - 1960

Industry Group

Employed Persons

Welfare, Religious & Non- Profit Hembership
Organizations
Other Professional ~ Related Services
Public Administration
Industry Not Reported

4, 159

TOTAL EMPLOYED:
Source:

54
105
146
104

U. S. Census of Population, 1960.

STRUCTURE OF THE PALATKA ECONOrff
The present Palatka
facturing including
activities dominate
are challenging the

economy is heavily oriented t o wood product manupaper, paper products and furniture . Although thes r
the economy, there is evi dence that other activit ie~
dominance of manufacturing .

In the sixteen- year period between 1950 and 1966, the City of Palatk2
added 1, 009 non- agricultural employees for a 28 . 6% gain . Manufacturing
employment gained only about 21 . 4% but other private non- farm activities
gained 31 . 8% and the government work force went up by ne arly 30 .5% .
Table 3 shows the changes in Palatka's non- farm employment by sectors
during the 1950 - 1966 period .
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TABLE

4

TRENDS IN NON -AGRICULTURAL EMPLOYMENT
CITY OF P L·\ TKA - 19SO, 1960, 1966

1950

Industry

1960

1966

Manufacturing
1,040 1,135 1,263
Private Non-Manufacturing
2,350 2,657 3,097
Construction
220
190
203
Transportation & Public
226
Utilities
284
257
Wholesale & Retail Trade
828 1.,030
789
Finance, Insurance, &
Real Estate
158
94
135
Services
972 1,143 1,310
Other vJage & Selary
112
104
49
Government
128
146
167
TOTAL EHPLOYMEJ.TT
Source:

3,518 3,938 4,527

Change: 1950- 66
Number
Percent

--223
747
- 17

21 .4
31 . 9
- 7. 7

58
241

2) . 6
30 .5

64
338
63
39

65 . 9
34.7
128 . 6
30 .4

1,009

28. 6

1950 & 1960 data compiled from U. S. Census of Population Reports .
1966 Estimates by

.~dley

Associates.

Manufacturing's share expressed as a percentage of Palatka's t tal no~~·
agricultural employment dropped between 1950 and 1966 despite a sub stantial absolute gain in the number of workers - from 29 .7% in 1950
to an estimated 27.9% in 1966. This has resulted from two main factors
the leveling off of the wood product manufacturing employment and the
sharp shift to service enterprises in the economy . The latter shift is
a national phenomenon largely reflecting the steady increase in conensumer service demands, but locally the heavy gains in service - type
terprises has also represented a change in the nature of the economy
the addition of a new dimension of economic activities as the Palatka
urban area expands.
r .

In addition to manufacturing, two other sectors of the Palatka economy construction and transportation, public utilities - showed relative
losses in their share of total private non-manufacturing employment .
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Retail and wholesale trade employment remained nearly constant.
Increases were noted in finance, insurance, and real estate, while
other services also showed gains in total employment.
These shifts in the distribution of local employment between 1950 and
1966 are summarized in Table 5.
TABLE

5

PERCENT DISTRIBUTION OF NON~F.A.RM EMPLOYHENT BY NAJOR CATEGORIES
CITY OF PPLATKA, 19~0 & 1966
Percent of Total
1966
l9SO

--

Change In
Percent

Decreasing Share:
Hanufacturing
Construction
Transportation ~ Public
Utilities
Increasing Share:
Wholesale fc Retail Trade
Finance, Insurance, Real Estate
Services
Government
Other ~'/ages 8~ Salary
Source:

29 .. 6%
6.2%

27.8%
4 . 5%

-1. 8%
- 1 .7%

6 . 3%

6 . 3%

- .()%

22.3%
2.6%
27 . 5%
3.5%
2 . 0%
100. 0%

22 . 8%
3 . 5%
28.9%
3.7%

+ . 5%
+ . 9%
+1.4%
+ . 2%
+ . 5%

3.5%

100 . 0%

0":0%

1950 Data from U.S. Census of Population; 1966 Estimates by
Adley Associates.

Trends in Agriculture
Employment in agriculture by residents of the City of Palatka has decreased
from 206 persons in 1950 to 201 persons in 1960. During this period, however, there was a net increase of nineteen persons employed in forestry
and fishing.
To fully understand the future of agricultural employment in Palatka,
the agricultural pattern in all of Putnam County must be analyzed . Table
16 on the following page shows those trends developing county-wide which,
in turn, affect the City.
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TABLE 16
TRENDS IN

AGRIC~TURT~

IN PUTNAM COUNTY, 1959-1961+
1959

Fanns
Land in Farms (acres)
Percent of Land in Country(513,920 acres)
Average Size Farm (acres)
Value of Land & Buildings
Average Per Farm
~verage Per Acre
All Farm Operators
Full Owners
Pa r t Owners
Managers ~ Tenants
White Farm Operators
Specified Farm Expenditures(in thousands)
Feed for Livestock & Poultry
Purchase of Livestock e~ Poultry
Machine Hire
Hired Labor
Gasoline, Other Fuel & Oil
Seed, Bulbs, Plants & Trees
Value of Products Sold By Source(in thousands)
All Farm Products Sold
All Crops Sold
Field Crops
Vegetables
Fruits & J\Tuts
Forest & Horticultural ?roducts
All Livestock & Livestock Products Sold
Poultry
Dairy
All Other
Source t

539
222 , 516
43 -3
413
$39,065
$131
.539
456
62
21
49 8

1964
529
364, 881

·r l. o
t:9o

£74 , ·~ 38
$1:1.0
529

$678
d)215
$113
$661
$137
<1;120
$5,589

418
87

2L.
508
$l. L76
&-'\ ~

<.'J(I!..j. (

5;223
$l , ~5.3

$ 283
c;)

54J_

$8 ,46E

~ 3,473

~4, 977

$519

$1, 49h
$633
$1, 320
51 ,52 7
S)3,469
512' 139
!t.)l9
$8:!_0

~ 301

$935
<tl,718
$2,115
~1,08 6

$441
t 589

U. S . Census of Agriculture, 1963, Preliminary Report .

This nata illustrates a slight decrease in the number of farms , but a
substantial increase in the number of acres in cultivat ion . Average s iz s
of farms has increased from 43 . 3 acres in 1959 to 71 . 0 acres in l 96u,
indicating the impact of automation on this industry. Effects of
automation can also be seen by the increase in machinery expendit ures .
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The total value of all farm products sold has experienced a substantial
increase since 1959 - $5,589,000 in 1959 to ~8,466,000 in 1964.
Indications are that the potato industry, the chief farm crop of the
County, will continue to expand in Putnam County during the coming
years, even though total employment will tend to remain stable as
mechanization improves cultivation techniques.
Trends in Effective Buying Income
During the past sixteen years, . the above mentioned economic shifts within
the City of Palatka have caused substantial gains in the effective buying income of the local residents.
In 1950, the effective buying income was estimated at ~4,729 per household -by 1966, this had increased to $6,394. This substantial increase
reflects, in part, the increase in the number of higher paid service
workers shown be employment figures and the growth in retail sales shown
by Table 11.
The trend in effective buying income shown in Table 17 is likely to
continue as Palatka grows into a dominant service center for its primary
trade hinterland.
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TABLE

17

TRENDS IN EFFECTIVE BuiiNG INCOME - CITY OF PALATKA,,

Year

1950
1951
1952
1953
1954
1955
1956
1957
1958
1959
1960
1961
1962
1963
1964
1965
1966
Source :
7~-In

Total__ City

~~ mount~~-

12,295
12,839
11,143
1L~ , 79S
13,610
15, L,_89
17,574
19,653
20,213
20;~629

16,397
16,095
15,999
16,763
18,570
20,073
2:', 017

Percent Of U. S .A.

. 0062
.0059
.0048
.0060
. 0054
. 0058
. 0062
.0066
.0066
. 0062
. 0046
. 0044
. 0042
. 0042
. 0044
.0043
. 0046

Sales l\'Ianagement, Survey of Buying Power .

thousands of dollars .

14

1950-1966

Dollars Per
Capita

1,308
1,337
1.051
1,233
1,107
1,173
1,246
1,328
1,304
1,474
1,477
1,412
1,391
1,433
1,569
1,659
1,871

Dollars Per
Household

4,729
4,755
3,714
4,352
4,003
4,303
4,625
4,913
4, 813
5)429
5,466
4,877
4,848
4,930
5,491
5,735
6,394
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~ulation

Characteristics - City of Palatka

Palatka is one of the oldest cities in the State of Florida. Incorpo:·J ted in 1851, it was the sixth largest city in the State after
Jacksonville, Pensacola, Key West, St. Augustine, and Tallahassee.
Prior to the Civil War, Palatka was a small community revolving around
the milling of cypress logs. Following the Civil War, the port facility of Palatka became one of the most active along the East Coast
and the little community began a period of r .1pid growth. The twentyyear period from 1870 to 1890 was the greatest growth period in the
City 1 s history. During this time, the steamboat activity along St.
gohns River substantially increased and Pal~tka became the distribution
center for a large hinterland. This period of prosperity ended with
the development of the railroad systems, and from 1890 to 1910 the
economy of the area was disrupted and population growth nearly came
to a halt.
TABLE

~9

POPULATION GR01ITH - PALATKA, FLORIDA
l8bO-l9bb
Increase Over Preceding Census
Yea r
1967
1960
1950
l9L_o
1930
1920
1910
1900
1890
1880
1860

Numbe r

Percent

12,260
11,028
9,176
7,140

1,232
1,852
2,036

6,500

1,398
1,323
478
262
1,423
896

11.2%
20.2%
28.5%
9.8%
27.4%
35.0%
14.5%
8.6%
88.1%
124.4%

Population

5,102
3,779
3,301
3,039
1,616
613

640

Source: Compiled by Adley Associates from U.S. Census of Population, 1967.
Population estimate by Adley Associates, June l, 1967.
From 1910 to the present, Palatka has experienced a series of increases
and declines in pop1uation growth. After the 1910 slow-down, the
growth rate increased until the depression years 1930 to 1940, when the
growth rate slowed again. The economic transfusion of the Hudson Paper
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Mill in 1947, generated rapid growth during the following decade which
now has again slowed down. The growth rate between 1960 and 1967 has
been approximately 1.6% annually.
POPULATION CHARACTERISTICS - CITY OF PALATKA
Age-Sex Profile
the median age of the population of the State of Florida is incre2sin~.
the median age of Palatka's population is decreasing. In 1950, the media ~
age of all Palatka citizens was 29.6 years, but by 1960 it had decreased
to 27.2~ years.

\~ile

This age decrease is ~argely attributab~ to a sizeable increase in t~e
number of children under twenty years of age, primarily ten years and
under. Births to families moving into the area during the early 1950's,
part of the influx of workers to the newly constructed Hudson Paper
Plant, account for the major portion of this increase.
In 1960, there was a reduction in the number of persons betveen the
ages of 20 and 35, indicating an exodus of people seeking employment
elsewhere.
These figures indicate why the Putnam County School System has experienced
such a rapid increase in the number of new school children during the
past few years ..
TABLE 23
POPULA~ION

Age Group
Under 20
20-34

35 - 49

50-64
65 & Over

TOTAL
Source:

BY AGE GROUPS - CITY OF PALATKA, 1950-1960

1960
Number
Percent

Number

4,598
2,008
2,073
1,421
928

18%
13%
8%

3,188
2,170
l, 9(~
1,121
735

24%
21%
12%
8%

100%

9,176

100%

11,028

43%

18%

1950
Percent
----

35%

Compiled from U.S. Census of Papulation by Adley Associates.
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The sex profile of the City's population shows that there were more
fe males than rr.ales in 1960 and the median age of these females was
28 . 0 years while the males' median age was only 26 . J years . It is
interesting to note that between the ages of 0-19 years, females outn~mber males by only 78 persons, but in the older age group, there are
410 more f emales .
Ec,,: cational Level
Throughout Florida , considerable attention has been secured on the
educational system . In 1950, Florida had a median School Years
Completed of 9.6 years, compared with a national avera ge of 9.J years .
Dn:;:--ing the ten-year period, 1950-1960, the state experienced unpre c 3dented pop~ -·· Jtion growth which placed great burdens on the educational system, but the median school years rose t0 10. 9 years in 1960
while the national avera ge was 10.6.
In 1950, Palatka citizens had a median School Years Completed of 8.5
ye8 rs, nearly one year below the State average. In 1960, the situation
i mproved with the City lagging behind the State with median Years
Completed of 10 .1 and 10 .9 respectively.
Particularly significant is the fact tb at in 1960 in the City of
Palatka , nearly 41% of all persons over 25 years of age had attended no
more tha :' the eighth grade in school . Equally important, in 1960, 234
p2rsons in the City has no formal education, which was an increase of
59 additional uneducated persons over 1950. When such a situation
exists, everybody loses. The illiterate or semi - literate citizens
cannot earn a living wage. He uses City services for which he
generally does not pay his tax share and he often must depend upon
Welfare for his minimal existence.

Palatka, Florida
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TABLE 24
NUMBER OF SCHOOL YEARS COMPLETED - PALATKA, FLORIDA··.

1950-1960
Number of
School Years

School Years Completed
19~0

Percent Change

1960

1950-1960

175

234

+34%

1 - 4

1,030

762

-26%

5 - 8

1,670

1,587

- 5%

12 years

1,650

2,350

+42%

13 - 15

310

412

+33%

16 years & Over

335

411

+21%

None

TOTAL

5,170

5,756

Source: Compiled by Adley Associates from U.S. Census of Population.

Income Levels
A comparison of 1949 and 1959 income levels in Palatka shows a r1s1ng
prosperity of Palatka's citizens and reflects the impact of the City's
new citizens. The median income of families and unrelated individuals
for the State increased from $1,954 in 1950 to $3,815 in 1960; a jump
of 49%. During the same period, however, the median income for
families and unrelated individuals inside the City of Palatka increased from $1,883 to $3,090; a jump of only 39%.
The factors which account for Palatka's slow income level increase are
two-fold and closely related. First of all, as we have seen, both the
educational and technical background of the population is lower than
the State aver ~ ge. The present large percentage of low-income families
in Palatka mirrors the local economy of 1949 when agriculture was the
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leading employer. At that time, more than 71% of all families earned
less than $3,000 annually, and the middle income group was almost nonexistent; only 4.9% of all families earned between $6,000 and $10,000
annually. By 1959, the industrial and educational levels of Palatka had
shown good gains and the picture is reflected in the income levels. In
1959, only 38.3% of all families and unrelated individuals in Palatka
had incomes less than $),000 and the middle income group had increased
to over 22.8% with an additional 10.0% in the high income group.
This substantial increase and improvement in the economy and income
level of the City was still below the progress showed by the State as
a whole. For the impact of rapid industrialization ~nd growth of the
aerospace industries was greatest in the Metropolitan areas of the
State where the ne111T j obs attract~d the highly skilled technicians
earning a ne'tv high wage.
Occupational Status
Occupational changes indicate the type of people who moved to Palatka
in the decade of the 1950s - and who are continuing to move in.
Indicative of these occupational shifts, the number of professional,
technical, and kindred workers have shown substantial increases since
1950, jumping from 7.8% of the employed persons to 10.2%. During the
same period, the unskilled laborers dropped from 37.8% to 32.1%
respectively. The percentage with occupations in the
the operatives group remained ne8rly constant, reflecting the increase
in truck drivers and delivery men in local industry. The largest shift
in occ~pational status between 1950 and 1960 was in the common laborers,
which decreased from 15.2% in 1950 to 10.4% in 1960.
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TABLE 26
MAJOR

OCCU?ATIONA~

GROUPS - CITY OF PALATICA, 1950-1960

Occupation

Percent

1950

Percent

1960

301
19

7.8
.5

424
21

10~2

363
322
289

9.5
8. 3
7. 5

L~6o

11.1
9.2
6. 3

322
733
302
306
269
58h

8. 3
18.8
7.8
7.9
6. 9
15. 2
1.5

Professional, Technical & Kindred
~vorkers

Farmers & Farm Managers
Managers, Officials, Proprietors ,
Except Those of Farms
Clerical tt.._ Kindred ~vorkers
Sales Workers
Craftsmen, Foremen & K]ndred
Workers
Operatives & Kindred iiiTorkers
Private Household iiJorkers
Service Workers
Farm Laborers
taborers, Except Farm
Other
TOTAL EHPLOYED:

Source:

59

3,869

100.0%

380
263
.=/l

769
JS'l!.
3l~ 2

162
432
lL.4
4,159

.5

8. 6
18 . 5
9.5
8. 3
3.9
10.4
3.5
100.0%

Compiles by Adley Associates from U.S. Census of Population .
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4.

Land Use Analysis - City of Palatka
The City of Palatka contains approximately 2284 . 8 acres of area

and its delineate d urban fringe contains 11117 . 3 acres giving the
total planning area 13402.1 acres or nearly 21 square miles.
At present, only 3077.3 acres or 24% of the total planning
area is developed with improvements and the remaining 9637.1 acres
or 75 . 8% is undeveloped.
marsh and lakes .

The undeveloped area consists of vacant land,

Of the total undeveloped area, 1425 acres is un-

developable in its present state because it is either water or marsh
land, leaving 8212 .1 acres available for future growth.

Considering

that only 3077 acres of landaza presently developed and supporting
over 18,000 people, the available vacant land could support an
additional 47,600 people at the present density .
To give a detailed analysis of the development pattern dthin
the area , the land use has been broken down by Planning Unit.
information is presented in Table 1 on the following page.

This

•

TABLE l

•

LAND USE ANALYSIS BY PLANNING UNIT
CITY O"Fi' PALATKA AND URBAN FR1NGE
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LAND USE ANALYSIS - CITY OF PALATKA
In all, the City of Palatka has a land area totaling nearly

2284

3.6

acres, or

square miles.

Roughly,

52.1%of

the land is

currently being used by the numerous urban functions.
maining

47 . 9%

The re-

is undeveloped.

One of the largest uses of developed land - over
is for residential purposes.

35.3

Included in the 420 residential acre total,

in addition to various types of

stru~tur al

characteristics, are single

family dwellings, apartments, duplexs, and mobile homes.
structures account f or over

94%of

homes and apartments

up the remainder.

~he

ma~ing

percent

Single family

the tot al residential use with mobile

various commercial uses and services account for

total developed land or approximately

55.5

occupied acres.

4.6%of

the

The

greatest proportion of this commercial land is us ed for retail purposes.
Industrial land uses occupy
developed land.

)J. E ac re s or 2.8% of the total

A large part of the industrial land is occupied by

the heavy industrial facilities of the Central Sta tes Bag and Paper
Company and the Florida Furniture Industries.
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TABLE II
LAND USE ANALYSIS
CITY OF PALATKA, FLORID

1967
Land Use

Total Acres

% of Developed
Area

% of Total
Area

Single Family Residential

395.2

33.3

17.3

Multi Family Residential

24.6

2.0

1.0

Nobile Homes Residential

.2

.o

.o

General Commercial

32.0

2.7

1.4

Highway Commercial Uses

21.4

1.7

.9

2.1
33 . 8
252.0

.2
2. 8
21 . 2

.1
1.5
11.1

Professional Service
Industrial Uses
Public & Semi Public
Agriculture

- 0-

Streets and
Railroad Right-of-way
Tota l Developed Ar ea

-0-

430 .0

36.1

1191.3

100.0

-018.8

Marsh

367.5

16.1

Vacant

726.0

31.8

1rJater
Total Area

2284 .. 8

Source: Adley Associates, Inc.

100.0%
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Public and Semi-public uses occupy approximately 2)2.0 acres of
land area and include churches, schools, other public buildings, and
recreation areas.

The largest single use in this cate gory is the

golf course and Ravine Gardens area.
The largest single use of land within the City of Palatka is for
transportation right-of-way.

The right-of-way for publi c streets and

railroads occupy 430 acres of land area or 36.1% of the total developed
land.
The undeveloped land includes nearly 367 acres of marsh and swamp
in addition to nearly 726 acres of

vac~nt

parcels and lots.

Most of the

marsh land is undevelopable in its current state and will require substantial physical improvements before it can be used for urban functions.
The vacant land, however, is mostly scattered vacant lots and unused
parcels adjacent to other uses.

S.

The Role of the }iodel Neighborhood \l]i thin The Palatka Urban Area:
The rftodel

Area .

~ eighborhood

is the heart of the emerging Palatka Urban

It contains the major commercial areas the offices of

local gevernment, a greater portion of the present popluation, and is
strategically located along the St. Johns River .

The

~odel

Neighborhood

Area contains the "old city", the central business district and most of
the substandard structures in the entire Urban Area .
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Historically, the Model Neighborhood is the city of Palatka .
"old city" grew up along the River and sprawled
years of its existence.

we~tward

The

through the 80

The substandard Negro area north of Re i d Street

has always contained substandard conditions resulting from low incomes of
its residents .

The deteriorating residential area to the south of the

C. B. D. was once the "upper class" area of the city, but through the years
it has deteriorated to a rooming and boarding house area .

The deteriora-

tion was undoubtedly caused by high maintenance costs of the large
wooden structures and the changing values of the "upper class" to move
to the suburbs .
Because of the low income producing economic base structure of
Palatka and Putnam County, (see III - B-2 ) there is a demand for numerous
common laborers, and due to the lack of adeouate lm.v income housing in the
County, the Negro section of Palatka plays an important role in providing
this housing .
The future role of the Hodel Neighborhood Hill continue to become
more important as the Urban Area grows and sprawls westward.
long range planning for

The current

the future Urban Area is focusing upon the Model

Neighborhood - the heart of the Urban Area - with new street improvements,
community facilities, and a new bridge crossing .

In effect, these im-

provements vJill make the r1odel Neighborhood the focal point of the
emerging city and will give the area identity .

It should be noted

that there is danger of continued population shifts from existing
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standard areos

1iJ:i.. tl1in

the Hodel Neighborhood to the new subur ban aree?s .

This shift cculd cause

i ~ creasing

deterioration of residential sections

if low income fonilies are forced into these vacated areas due to a lack of
~

adequate housing
It is

else~rrhsre.

ap~arent

that gains have been made in recent months to close

the gap bettveen the soc . 1 ar1d economic dispar:.·::.::..c-3
areas and the rest of t h8 co. ,r:1uni ty.

The low income public housing has

made gTeat steps in up;r2ding the social level of
familie s , 2nd

t~'-3 ;:~J;, o :;

has crea ted a

~pirj_

6.

of the low income

-~·:. 3

loH income

:'1-t.r:.:;nt cf minority persons to important committees

t 1·i -'::hin the community.

~escription of 11.~j.2.E.__~rob_~ems of the Model Neighborhood

1:'h2

fo:_lo~·i.r.s

which exist in

is a e;en['ral description of the major

ts~13 J~od a l

Neighborhood Area.

pro~lems

The description is divided

into physical problems) social problems, and economic problems .
a.

Physical

Proble~s:

1.

Gridiron Street pattern with narrow rights - of- way.

2~

Small blocks

h.

Mixed lonci uses

5.

Ina d7)quote curf(=lce drainage.

6.

Lack of sidewalks

7.

Dete-.-.~orated

structures .
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8.

9.

Lack of pa·r ks and playgrounds
A main line railroad track and switching yard which
penetrates the heart of the neighborhood.

10.

Several large industrial operations

whi~h

blight adjacent

residential areas.
The Model Neighborhood contains all of the ttold City" of Palatka
which is handicapped by a gridiron street system which did not anticipate
the westward growth of the city..

The result has been that high traffic

volumes must run on minor residential streets, thereby having a
blighting influence.
The major physical factor affecting the Negro area north of Reid
Street is the presence of substandard structures, inadequate surface
drainage and lack of community facilities.

The substandard housing

conditions have resulted from a combination of social and economic influences, but the physical environment with its blighting influences
has kept it from upgrading.
b.

Economic Problems

The Hodel Neighborhood area cont eins nearly all of the unemployed and
underemployed persons in the City.

The area contains over 400 families

with annual incomes of less than $3000 and 190 families with incomes less
than $1,000 annually.

The occupational status of the r esidents of the

Negro area is very low and has resulted from the historical economic
structure of the area.

The unskilled laborers work in the

p~~?Wood
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industry and the agricultural

indust~.

The unemployed rate in the Model Neighborhood Area is a relatively
low

7%

for males resulting from the demand by the economy for unskilled

workers.
c.

Social Problems

The major social problems in the Model Neighborhood are related to
the economic and physical conditions which exist in

t~e

area .

The Negro

population 111lhile scattered throughout the Neighborhood Area, has formed
a ghetto north of Reid Street because of the available low income
housing.
Over

·..

· ....•·

52%

of all persons

25

years and over in the area, have less than

8 years of formal education, while the City as a whole has 33% with less
than 8 years of education .
The l''lodel Neighborhood contained luO of 158 juvenile arrests in the
City in 1967, and 20 of 20 criminal arrests.
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C.

Analysis of Major Problems:
The following section will describe the general analysis of the major

problems outlined in the problem description .

Fecause of a lack of

available staff and existing data, this section only summarizes the basic
problems.

Detailed studies and subsequent analysis will be undert 2ken as

a part of planning pro gram.
1.

Problem:
a.

Physic al Conditions

Need ·
I1ajor physic Bl problems are related to design of sub-

divisions, lack of sidewalks, and unpaved streets .

The present

gridiron lotting system does not provide adequate residential
amenities and has caused surface drainage problems from lack of
proper engineering .

The immediate need is to improve the physical

appearance of the area.
b.

Present Ef f orts :
The City of P2latka has an annual street paving program

which is handicapped by inadequate fiscal capability.
The City is working closely with the Palatka Housing Authority
towards providing additional drainage, but only a small part of
the total nee d.
A small pl ayground area is planned to be developed in the
public housing project t hat is now under construction.
Two hundred low-rent housing units are under construction
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that will relieve a small percentage of the overcrowded living
conditions throughout the area.
A neighborhood facility is proposed for construction near
the Central Academy High School that will be jointly financed
by the City of Palatka, Palatka Hctising Authority, Putnam County
Schools, and the Federal Government.

This facility

t~ll

relieve

some of the pr essure c aused by having no community facilities
in the area .
During the past four years, the City has paved 13 miles of
streets , but until draina ge is improved, paving is not feasible.
The City is undertaking a small urban renewal project to
eliminate a nocket of substandard housing and has applied for a
large GNRP Planning Grant .
c.

Goal:
The goal is to have every dirt street in the area paved,with

adequate storm sewers for drainage,vnth curb and gutter type
streets,and sidewalks along all streets to provide adequate offstreet wal<ing for all persons .
Another goal is to have playground areas to serve people
living in various neighborhoods and to provide equipment for all
age groups.
Utilize private resources to build new and larger houses in
the area .

Add itional low-rent public housing units as well as

221D3 housing will be provided for the people in this category.
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Build community buildings in the Model Neighborhood Area
where

necessa~

and appropriate.

Continue the present long range planning efforts to provide
a comprehensive approach to strengthen each neighborhood and
eliminate blighting influences and enhance values.
2.

Problem:
a.

Inadequate Low Income Housing

Need:
The principal problem of housing supply in Palatka is the

small number of vacant dwellings suitable for human habitation
that are available for rent.

To meet this problem, a need

exists for an additional supply of adequately financed private
homes in the $6,000 to $8,000 range and additional housing
units for the elderly and the general public.

Another helpful

program would be a rehabilitation or code enforcement project to
rehabilitate some of the big older sound dwelliftg units that
are located in the old part of the City.

This could accommodate

large families or could be sub-divided with small apartments for
young families.
b.

Present Effort:
The Palatka Housing Authority now is building 200 low-rent

public housing units.

Private builders have indicated their

willingness to build new homes if they can get adequate
financing for purchasers.

Private owners also have indicated
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their willingness to rehabilitate their properties if a grantin-aid pro gr <:1 m is made available.

The City has adopted a voluntary

code compliance program and has employed a full-time inspector
who will assist the residents and land

o~1ers

in bringing existing

structures up to standard.
c.

Goals:
It is the intentions of the City of Palatka to eliminate all

substandard housing units and provide adequate housing for all
income grol}.ps.

J.

Problem:
a.

Inadequate Public Facilities

Need:
The major public facility needs in the Model Neighborhood Area

are adequate storm drainage, sanitary sewer service, and an
adequate water supply.
The section of the
Street and

~Torth

~1 odel

Neighborhood Area west of ll th

of Reid Street is mainly dirt roads with in-

adequate drainage.

The remaining portion of the Model

Neighborhood Area consists of narrow 16 foot brick paved streets
with fair drainage .

f!enerally, sidewalks were constructed with

these 16 foot roadways, but in many cases, the sidewalks are in
need of replacement or repair.
Northwest area where none exist.

Sidewalks are essential in the
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Nany existing san:ttary sewer lines are very old and in need
of repair.
do1~town

A new trunk line is also needed to connect the

area to the treatment plant.

Because of the present

water pollution problem in the St. Johns River, the City must construct a secondary treatment plant by 1970.
Old water mains must also be replaced and a new elevated
storage tank is necessBry to increase pressure and provide
increased capacity.
b.

Present Efforts:
Sanitary Sewerage System
The City of Palatka Sanitary Sewer Collection System

serves the entire area within the City Limits except for undeveloped sections.

The sewage received primary treatment and

it is ultimately discharged into the St. Johns River.

There are

some sewer lines which must be diverted to relieve the heavy
loads coming through the Northwest portion of the City.

The

City of Palatka must also provide secondary sewage treRtment.
v\Tater Supply and Distribution
The City of Palatka, in 1964, completed modification to
the Vate r Treatment Plant, construction of elevated storage
tank and trunk water mains.

Generally, the area west of Moseley

and south of Reid Street has an adequate water supply.

Certain

sections in the Northwest area of the Hodel Neighborhood require
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interconnections to the main trunk water mains to increase
available supply.

Also, consideration has been given to placing

an elevated storage tank in the North end of the City to maintain
an adequate water supply for this area.

The City must also con-

sider improvements to increase the capacity of the water treatment plant or construct a new plant .

Additional capacity is

needed immediately.
Refuse Disposal
The City recently converted the

d~~p

into a sanitary land

fill operation, whereby large tracts of swamp land may be reclaimed.

Approximately

the City for landfill.

40 acres of land has been acquired

by

Additional land should be considered

for purchase in order to reclaim land up to the St . Johns River .
This 1.vould encourage future development in this area.
c.

Goals:
Ideally, the City of Palatka 1r1ould like to prmvide a com-

pletely paved street network with necessAry drainage and sidewalks throughout the City, and complete central water and sewerage treatment.

4.

Problem:
a.

Expanded Health Services

Need:
The immediate and most urgent need is for means of pro-

viding necessary services for elderly citizens.

Over 1,038
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elderly persons received assistance in 1966 and

54

received nursing home care or hospitalization.

Other

of them
a~ed

ill

are in need of this care , but facilities are lacking.
b.

Present Efforts:
Care of those most in need of assistance is now provided

in present health facilities.

Putnam County proposes to build

a new nursing home that should make it possible to accommodate
additional elderly persons who need assistance, but substantial
supplement funds will be required.
c.

Goals:
The major goal would be to provide essentiaili health care

for these elderly residents unable to provide for themselves. A
subsidiary goal would be to develop pro grams that would provide
a maximum of medical attention and would train and employ residents who, though not well educated, have the capacity and
interest in learning how to care for the aged.

It is also

hoped that several foster homes for the aged could be developed,
perhaps converting some of the better and more spacious old
homes to this purpose.

Finally, older citizens could be cared

for on their own premises by providing them with subsidized
housekeeping services.

By this means, the pressure on existing

facili t ies could be reduced and at the same time some of our
unemployed females (an exceptionally high percentage in the
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labor force) and perhaps some of the physically active aged
themselves could be gainfully employed .

5.

Problem:
a.

Improved Educational Services

Need:
At present time, Palatka lacks individ' 1lized instructions

for children, has no modern, up- to- date, adequate facilities
for flexible programs and its curricular offerings do not meet
needs of all groups and classes of students.

In addition to

these system- wide shortcomings, there are several special problems directly related to the needs of the Model Neighborhood .
These include :

a lack of rediness on part of many pre - school

children, an excessive number of dropouts, particularly among
minority groups, excessive numbers of mentally retarded
children and a lack of adequate programs and facilities for
preparing students for employment in appropriate vocations .
b.

Present Effort :
1.\Tithin the limitations imposed by the present school crisis,

the county is in the school system and to upgrade and

~xpand

the

physical plant.
c.

Goals:
\ Je

hope to reduce a pupil- teacher ratio throughout the entire

system, to develop individualized programs for all students in
adequate, functionally planned facilities .

We recommend a
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system-wide kindergarten for all pre- children and an adequate
vocational program and facilities .
from a

"back-up 11 services

For those who might profit

we propose an adequate exceptional

child program and facilities and expand guidance service .

6.

Problem:
a.

Crime Reduction

Need:
The greatest need is for an expanded counseling service for

juveniles who thcugh not yet in serious trouble, live under
conditions that may lead them into difficulties with the law.
A recently completed five year study shows that dependency and
truancy, unmanagable and runaways and incorrigible are the
principal problems our juvenile court must deal with.
hundred and twenty-four cases --

58

Four

per cent of our total

case load - - involved these problems .

Overt crime -- larceny,

shoplifting, auto theft, and so forth - - involved far smaller
numbers .
b.

Present Effort:
The County now retains a juvenile counselor who deals with

juvenile problems.

There is no separate facility to house

juveniles except the County Jail and there is only one
Juvenile Counselor to handle the heavy case load .
c.

Goals:
The primary goal is to rehabilitate the child through the
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process of counseling, and try to instruct the child and fanily
hoping that they will make progress in adjustment and correctionG.
To accomplish this, there is a need to augment the counseling
staff with dedicated workers who are basically interested in
the present and future welfare of children.

7. Problem: Expanded Recreational and Cultural Facilities
a.

Needs:
The City cf Palatka has an organized Recreational Progr2m

that has been underway for a number of ye ars.

There is a

definite need for additional recreational grounds for out-door
type recreation.

The Little League program is only able to

accommodate a precentage of the eli gible children within the
area.
The City has encourage Senior Citizens to organize Clubs
but the lack of facilities and places to meet is a problem.
The recreational activities are limited for Senior Citizens and
a new facility is needed.
There is no in-doer organized recreation that pertains to
girls.

The only organized in-door recreation is for Little

League and adults basketball.

There is a very pressing need =or

out-door and in-door recreational programs for the girls in this
area.
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There are only two swimming pools in the City which
provides very little free type swimming because of organized
class instruction services during the greater part of the
summer months.

There is need for a swimming pool designed

primarily for instruction purposes in order to provide the
other pools for leisure swimming.
Palatka is located onthe banks of the St. Johns River but
there are very few recreational facilities available on the River
other than the City Dock.
There is a pressing need for additional recreational areas
to be built throughout the Model Neighborhood Area that would
provide area residents with both active and ·pnssable types of
recreation.
There are needs for playgrounds to be strategically locat8d
in the are a where the highest density of residents are living,
in order to keep the children out of the streets . There is an
extreme need for playground equipment to be placed on the
existing parks and playgrounds to make these areas more appealing to the children .
b.

Present Efforts:
An organized Recreational Department of the City of Palatka

exists at present time which is made up of a Recreational
Director, Assistant Director and Secretary who are ye ar round

•
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paid personnel of the City.
The Director of the City Recreation Department is the
coordinator of the Palatka Youth Recreation Association which is
made up of volunteers, parents and interested citizens who
sponsor the present Little League Baseball Program .
The City Recreation Department and staff handle the adult
recreation program.

There are part-time coaches, umpires and

other important positions for the City Recreation Department
as well as the Palatka Youth Association.
The parents of the children palying in the Little League
program have a refreshment stand at each of the Little League
fields to raise part of the monies in order to defray certain
expenses.
SeverRl locRl businesses sponsor different teams and provide
uniforms for the players.
c.

Goals:
It is the intention of the City of Palatka to put forth an

effort to overcome the needs that have been stated above.

If

the Model City Program can help provide for the needed facilities,
it is the intention of the citizens of Palatka through the
organization of man-power to accomplish these goals .
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8.

Problem:
a.

Social Services and 11\felfare

Need :
According to fi gures used and adapted from the 1960

National Census Tables , Putnam County,

~dth

a popluation of

32,212} had 38.4% of its families living on incomes of less
than $3000 per year.

The Census also indicates that Palatka

has 47.29% or 1,769 of its families
year or less.

~dth

incomes of $3000 per

1nlhi te .families in this category constituted

1,038, non-white families totaled 731.
It is evident, therefore, that over one-third of city residents
live on relatively mea ger incomes.
A discussion of the economic situation of many of Palatka
residents necessarily points to the need for a full range of
social services, both to cope with existing situations and to
plan for their improvements and the rehabilitation of economiCPlly and socially poor residents.
A great problem is the lack of basic education of many ·Palatka
residents.

This present circumstance prohibits many from

earning an adequate income and

maintain~ng

decent homes and

living circumstances.
~he

increased availability of family planning information

and services is needed.

Despite a present vigorous campaign
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to make these available to all residents, many of the poor are
not novJ aware of them.
A large need exists for more child care programs for indigent
families.

Only through a

lar ~.se-scale

attempt to provide such

pro gr ams, can many small children obtain proper care and free
parents for day-time employment.
There is a great need :£or improved treatment of

delinquer~+.

minors or those minors who otherwise must be removed from their
homes.

A Foster Home Program administered by the Department of

Public Welfare (state) and energetic Juvenile Court authorities
pro,~de

some relief in this needed area, but a

necessa~

supplement is a juvenile shelter located in the city, so that
offending children no longer must be detained for days or
weeks in the C( unty prison.
A large number of elderly persons reside in Palatka.
these, many do not have sufficient retirement incomes

o:t

Of
public

assistance to provide adeo.uately for basic, needs, especially
when illness or infirmaties are present.
liore nursing home facilities, public and private, are re-

quired in the area to relieve the present demands.
The need for increased available

le~al

services for low

income persons is also evident in the needs of our citizens.
For example, in cases where parents of minors find it necessary
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to dissolve their marriage, frequently a divorce obtained at
low cost could enable parents to remarry, with the better re•
sult of re - establishing more degree of family normalcy and
lowering the rate of illigitimate births.
~ deauate tr ~ nsportation

for low-income persons within the

city and outlying areas is a gre at need.

Since there is no

public transportation system, individuals, and particularly,
wage-e r-1 rners, are forced to pay large amounts of money to others
to tr ansport them to their jobs.

In too many cases, the absence

of suitable and inexpensive transportation prohibits an individual
from taking proper advantage of available employment opportunities.

This condition contributes to the economic instability

of the home and its resulting

soci~l

instability.

In a survey conducted throughout Florida counties in 1966,
it was shotm that from 50% to 60% of County 1rJelfare funds went
to supplement St ate lJelfare cases..

Obviously, then, it appears

that increased standard allowances for recipients of State
tklfare assistance is needed.
The St Ate Uelfare unit office in Palatka is considered
by the supervisor to be greatly inadequate to conduct

a

social

services program, such as is needed to assist welfare clients
in becoming located, where possible, in suitable employment
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situations which would enable their living independent of state aid.
There is a distinct and correlated welfare need for better
housing and more and improved recreational facilities for low-in•
come residents.
b.

Present Efforts:
Basic,otherwise unmet,economic and health needs of Palatkals in-

di gent citizens presently is ameliorated by state and County welfare
efforts, the County health department, church and civic organizations,
and t he coordinating infiuence of the Community Action Program.
St at e welfare

assist~nce

approximately 700.
faffiilies,

cases within Palatka now number

County welfare gave assistance in 1966 to

County-1~de.

425

From 60% to 70% of that aid was for needy

persons in Palatka.
The State Department of Public Welfare bas made numerous recommendations to the current state Legislature for allotment increases in public assistance area payments, and for staff salaries
to gain new social workers.

It is, however, doubtful that many re-

comme ndations will be approved by the Legislature.
Construction of a new County-supported nursing home has been
approved.

This expanded facility will ameliorate the lack of

nurs ing home provisions within the area.
An expanded adult basic education 2nd vocational education pro-
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gram through the County school system is a:!.c:i.ng in the

fig~~ t

against

illiteracy and lack of job training.
Public housing facilities are becoming more a reality now, and
depending upon the extent of that constructive pro gram, welfare
problems originating in the home and recreational environment
should be significantly lessened .
c.

Goals:
The goals of the social services area is to m2ke available to

every citizen the full services necessary to make him and his family
as independent and personally adequate as possible .
must include the areas of health, education,

a~d

Such adequacy

welfare.

Increased effort is needed in all social services are as to mC'l..l{e
a comprehensive effect on the present ills of our low- income re sidents .
Palatka will strive for adequate education for the indigent
"Everyman" to make him an informed, literate citizen, and shall
strive for tr2ining which would render him capable of finding and
keeping employment.

Palatka will also strive for health services

which will enable him to obtain and maintain the health condition
necessary to pursue a viforous life, and shall strive for welfare
services which will provide sufficient temporary assistance, both
economic and social, to habilitate or

rehabilit 2 ~ c

him and his

family, so that the indigent "Everyman" can assume his maximum
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stature and competency in the community.

9.

Problem:
A.

Expanded Employment Opportunities

}Teed:
There is a very definite need for more steady employment for

the residents of the }·1odel Neighborhood area.

There is also a

need for a higher pay scale for area residents.

There is a need

for employment for widows and for mothers with children where
there is no male head of the household in the residence.

There

is a need for vocational training for area residents to prepare
them for available jobs.

There is a need for encouraging area

students to attend the Distributive Education and Diversified
Cooperative School programs.

There is a very wide gap between

the lowest wage scale to next highest wage level and more jobs
need to be made available at an intermediate pay scale•

B.

Present Efforts:
At the present time the Florida State Employment Service is

providing the area residents with their services.

This office

also has a Job Corp representative seeking possible job corp
applicants.

The Chamber of Commerce has been attempting to

promote types of ne'tv business and industries (Due principally
to the lack of available buildings,they have not been successful. )
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C.

Goals:
It will be the intent of the City to have the Model

Neighborhood Agency seek lroJays and means in which to bring ne1.r
commercial and industrial establishments to Palatka in order
to fill the mentioned wage gap and to offer employment to the
surplus supply of female labor that is available,
total family income levels.

th~~

raising

Through the redevelopment of the

Model Neighborhood, the City hopes that industries 1illl be
encouraged to move to Palatka and that this will result in more
and better jobs for the area residents.

It is also the intent

of the City to have the Model Neighborhood Agency to check
very closely the area within the Model Neighborhood to set aside any area that might be suitable for a small compact
commercial or industrial development .

10.

Problem:
A.

Inadequate Standard Relocation Housing

Need!
At the present time there is an acute shortage of standard

dwelling units within the city of Palatka -- both rental units
and sales units.

There is a need for additional standard

dwelling units for sale and rental, built on the vacant properties as well as the areas where there now are numerous
dilapidated dwelling units in order to make standard units
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available for relocation .

Until adequate units are available

for relocation of residents from substandard areas, no condemnation can be undertaken .
B.

Present Efforts:
The present relocation service s has been delegated by the

City of Palatka to the Palatka Housing

Authority~

The low-rent

public housing project is being constructed in two phases to
make available additional housing for relocation .
C.

Goals:
The goals for the relocation process for the Nadel Neigh-

borhood area a re to encourage private land owners and contractors
to build adequate standard housing so that is may be available
according to the overall redevel9pmcnt. plan . This will make
resources for relocation available when they are needed.

It is

also the intention of the Palatka Housing Authority to make a
survey to determine what additional public housing might be
needed and this 1.Jill provide additional rcloc at:_o n r c·: ources.
It is further anticipated that some of the larger old single
family residential homes might be rehabilitated to provide
relocation facilities.
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11 .

Problem:
A.

Inadequate Fiscal Capability & Achieve Historical
Preservation

Need:
The residents of the City of Palatka are proud of the part

i .•.·

this area has played in the growth of the St 8te of Florida and
of the historical events that took place here during the Civil
War years and before that have played a significant role in the
development of our nation.

The City containe many historical

structures which should be restored and preserved.
B.

Present Efforts:
The City Commission in 1965 employed Mr. Allen Swanson

to compile a historical study of the City of Palatka and its
region.

It is very possible that the research material com-

piled by Mr. Swanson will be published in book form so that
succeeding generation may have knowledge of the events that
took place in their City and County.
There now exists in the City of Palatka, Putnam County, a
historical society which is very active in preserving the
heritage of this area.

Among its activities are efforts to

restore the Isaac Bronson house in Mulholland Park, a
historical home which was constructed by and was the home of
Isaac Bronson, the first appointed Federal Judg2 to the State
of Florida, who is interred in the City of Palatka cemetery .
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The first elected Governor in the State of Florida, William
D. Moseley also lived in the City of Palatka and is buried in
the City cemetery.
C.

Goals:
It is hoped that through the Model Neighborhood Program

the City can receive funds for the renovation for the Isaac
Bronson home as a historical museum to be enjoyed by not only
area residents but also by visitors to the City .
Nature has provide for the City of Palatka an eighty-five
acre ravine which in 1934, through the Federal Relief program,
was developed into an Azalea Ravine Gardens.

During the seccnd

World War years the gardens were neglected because of the lack of
man power and City funds to properly maintain them.

Th erefore,

undergrowth and water systems were neglected and the gardens
have become somewhat of a jungle and only during the months the
azaleas are in bloom are the gardens attractive enough to appeal
to visitors.

In the past years the City has made efforts to re-

store the gardens to what they once were, a National
to the tourist to our

State~

Attracti~n

but because of the size of the

gardens and other demands placed upon c\. :P City, funds have not
been adequate to do the job .
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12.

Problem:
A.

Citizen Apathy

Need:
There is a need to encourage the loc al citizenry and become

more aware of the needs of the community 2nd its complex problems.

Citizen Apathy has developed because of a lack of

organized programs designed to involve citizens in the affairs
of local government.
B.

Present Efforts:
At the present time the Palatka Citizen Advisory Committee

is made up of twenty-seven members and is a cross section of
residents.

This is a very active committee and has been for the

past year.

The OEO Office of Putnam County has organized a

Neighborhood Service Team of citizens whose objectives and goals
are to inform the people of the community and to assist the
residents in the area of need.

The Community Action Program is

made up of forty-two citizens and have been carrying on a very
good pro gram. The City has a five man Housing Authority Board
of Commissioners; a seven man Urban Renewal Board of Commissioners;
a nine member pl anni ng board; and also a zoning board, a library
board, a parks and cemetery board.
Authority.

The County has a Hospital

These people all serve the community in some form of

citizens participation -- none are paid for their services to
the community.
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C.

Goals :
It is the desire of the City to have all the above mentioned

boards coordinate their efforts and to continue to serve in their
present c apacity during the Hodel Neighborhood program .

13.

Problem:
A.

Comprehensive Approach & Commtmity Problems:

Need:
The principal need is to develop a long range total approach

and eliminate the numerous problems existing within the community

•

and to guide future development •
B.

Present Efforts :
The City of Palatka has a eomprehensive Long Range Planning

Program that is presently being upd ated with a capital Improvement
Program .
C.

Goals:
The goal of the City is to develop long range plans and guide

the future development of the City in an orderly manner.

14.

Problem:
A.

Cost-Benefit Analysis and Program Budgeting

Need:
In order to obtain maximum benefit from funds that might be made

available under the Model City Program and generally

to upgrade the

existing budgetary practice in the City, a program budget for each
of the several major elements is in this proposal .

•
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B.

Present Effort:
A review is currertly being made of budgeting procedures in

connection with the preparation of this proposal .

C.

Goals:
The ultimate goal will be to develop both short term and long
term capital outlay budgets that will m[

-~ mize

benefits received

by the commuunity in relation to program costs and that will
give the Agency and City Government effective control of
expenditures and prompt feed back.

We also would hope to re -

duce problems of duplication and overlap of expenditures by
following planning - programming - budgeting procedures .
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Law Enforcement Problems
tihile crimes continue to increase, the burden of
providing an adequately staffed Police nepartment-becomes
more and more a

preble~.

Even though the City of Palatka

has provided a new police station and jail, the funds for
staffing the facility and providing the needed number of
patrolmen is lacking.
The Police Department needs five additional patrolmen
and one more patrol car.

This would increase the number

of police officers from 18 to 23 and would provide five
patrol cars.
Another problem in local law enforcement is the
employment of qualified personnel, and the problem of
training personnel that is hired.

All training of

personnel is considered in-service training, and the
rookie patrolman is limited to the amount of classroom
work which is provided.
The local Junior College is interested in providing
special courses for law enforcement officers.

It is hoped

that funds can be made available to provide th is much
needed

•

prog.r~m •
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PLANNING WORK PROGRAM
A.

GOALS OF PLANNING PROGRAM
The City of Palatka has established four basic
goals for the long range redevelopment of the Model
Neighborhood area.

These goals have frequently been

discussed publicly during the past several months
and have been established as follows:

•

1.)

To produce immediate and marked improvements
in the physical appearance of the Model
Neighborhood Area in order to beautify and
upgrade the neighborhood by introducing
specific amenities.

2.)

To provide for the extension of sanitary and
storm sewer systems.
(a.)

Adequate sanitary sewers will be pro-

vided with the necessary pumping stations in
the low area of the project which will eliminate the use of
outdoor

11

s~ptic

tanks and remaining

privies 11 still in existence.

(All

structures will be required to connect to
the sanitary sewer extensions when completed.
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b.)

The existing storm sewage system will

be improved.

Extending and increasing the

sizes of certain existing mains will eliminate the flash flooding that has occurred
in the past after hard rains.

This will

al2o eliminate the stagnant water pools that
form in the low areas during the rainy
seasons.

3.)

To begin a program of street improvements.
a.)

To resurface, add curbs, gut~ers and

sidewalks to the existing streets, as required, within the Model Neighborhood area.
b.)

To pave, add curbs, gutters, and side-

walks at all graded and unimproved streets,
within the Model Neighborhood area.
c.)

To delete certain streets, without

destroying the traffic patterns, in order to
enlarge city block

patte·:'~ --:- s .

These tasks

would be done at the low substandard neighborhood areas (The increase of block sizes
would afford an opportunity to upgrade these
areas and to create larger building lots,
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which in turn would provide an overall
upgrading of these spaces.

4.)

To institute a program to eliminate the city
garbage and trash dump to the north of the
Model Neighborhood Area and to reclaim the
marshy-swamp area to the north.

As the

community grows, these areas could become
the focus of serious health hazards to the

•

community.

In place of the garbage dump

a new disposal complex with incinerator
facilities, well planned and operated, would
be developed.

In the present area on the

fringe of the northerly swampy-marsh area,
land can be reclaimed and converted into
an attractive waterfront residential area.

B.

RANGE OF PLANNING ACTIVITIES
The complexity of the problems as outlined in
Part III hereof, requires that a comprehensive range
of planning activities be initiated to adequately
cope with the possible solutions.

The Work Program

outlined herein is designed to focus upon the major
problem area of the City and those areas where local
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initiative and citizen participation can be
effective in implementation.

1.

Analytic Steps of the Plannine Process
(A)

Organization for Planning
l·iCJ~.

(a)

Establish

(b)

Appoint

(c)

Locate and hire staff.

(d)

Secure office space and equipment.

(e)

Employ consultants.

(f)

Formulate Administrative Policy and

~iCAB.

office procedures.
(g)

Establish liason system with all
agencies.

(h)

Organize citizen participation
structure.

(i)

Develop a continuous reciprocal understanding of the

~:odel

City Program

and the Planning Process.
(B)

Research and Analysis
~odel

(a)

Review

City Application.

(b)

Review Problem description and
Analysis.

(c)

Review Planning Tvork Program.
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(d)

Create appropriate data collection
system and analysis.

(e)

•

Initiate research programs:
1.

Development of a new City Base Map.

2.

Land use.

3.

Structural conditions.

4.

Evaluate existing physical design.

5.

Property ownerships

6.

Street Right-of-way descriptions.

7.

Population characteristics.

8.

Public utilities .

9.

Cocrmunity facilities.

10.
(f)

Level of current efforts.

Review research efforts with various
citizen e voups.

(g)

Conduct a coomunity audit survey.

(h)

Study the various alternatives for
garbage and trash disposal in the city.

C.

Review and Evaluation
(a)

Review and evaluate results of research.

(b)

Define strengths and weaknesses of
existing conditions.

(c)

Define major direction which should be
followed in the planning efforts.

~
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D.

Plans and Programs

(a)

Define long range goals and objectives
for the Model City area.

(b)

Develo~

a long range program to re-

novate the existing physical conditions
of the neighborhood.

(c)
~

Develop a long range program to improve
the living standards of the residents
in the area.

(d)

Establish a 5 year improvement program
for the area with priorities .

(e)

Define the first year efforts of the
Model City Program in operational
detail .

E.

Citizen Involvement and Participation

(a)

Expand the block clubs of the Community
Action Program.

(b)

Establish regular public forums on
the Model City activities.
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(c)

Prepare film slide presentations of
various probleo conditions.

(d)

Establish close liason with all news
media.

F.

C.

Implementation
(a)

Begin first-year program.

(b)

Prepare project applications.

(c)

Begin detailed engineering studies.

DESCRIPTION OF DATA TO BE ASSEMBLED
1.

Local Efforts
The Model City Unit staff, assisted by the
City Manager, City Engineer, Tax Assessor, and
Public Works Department, and guided by the Consultant will assemble and analyze the following:
(a)

Property ownerships.

(b)

Street right-of-way descriptions.

(c)

Detailed study of sewer lines.

(d)

Detailed study of water lines.

(e)

Analysis of current efforts.

(.f)

Information regarding feasible alternatives for garbage and refuse
disposal.

(g)

Detailed study of existing paving and
drainage conditions.
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The Model City Unit staff assisted by
Community Action Prograc staff and organization
will undertake the following:
(a)

A 100% sample survey of all residents
in the area to determine population
characteristics:

(b)

1.

number of households.

2.

number in family.

3.

ages of residents.

4.

race.

5.

estioated income.

6.

employment.

7.

sources of income.

8.

etc.

A community attitude survey to determine the desires and values of the
local citizens.

The details of this

survey will be determined after the
initial data collection

syste~

has

been completed, and will be undertaken

•

at the same time as the other surveys •
2.

Consultant Efforts
The Consultant will meet regularly with
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assist in directing their activities.

In

addition, the Consultant will undertake the
following research and analysis:
(a)

Land Use Inventory - update.

(b)

Structural Conditions - update and
expand.

(c)

Evaluate existing physical design new.

(d)

Evaluate existing community facilities update.

(e)

Evaluate existing physical conditions .

(f)

Analysis of existing City and County
planning efforts.

(g)

Determine what can be done to create
local initiative to improve the physical surroundings of dwellings in the
Model Neighborhood area.

(h)

Review existing laws to determine
future needs.

(i)

Preparation of display and presentation material for public oeetings.

(j)

Determine long range densities by
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small area utility needs study .
In

a~~ition,

the Consultant will assist

in the preparation of the implenentation program and recoomend the most effective oethods
of accomplishing the established goals.
All of the data will be assembled according
to the established data collection system, but
will be collected in a small area basis .

Most

data will be collected only in the delineated
neighborhood area, but some because of its
nature will be collected outside of the area
also.
D.

ACTIVITIES TO INVOLVE

RESIDENTS~

The Model City Agency will undertake to organize
the residents of the Model Neighborhood for further
expansion of the present Neighborhood Service Tean,
in order to cover the entire Model Neighborhood
area.

This will be done through the Model City staff,

assistine the present organization and furthering
their endeavors, with group 0upervision being rendered by the Community Action Program .
The Model City staff will proceed to organize
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regular public forums to enlighten citizens on the
Model City activities.

This will be established

also through the cooperation of the civic groups
and the Neighborhood Service Team.

The preparation

of film slides will be prepared by the Model City
staff and will be developed into suitable, educational, and informational presentations, to be presented to the public by the Citizens Advisory Committee of the City of Palatka, of which the Citizen
Advisory Committee will conduct these presentations.
The establishment of the close liason between
the news media and the activities of the Agency will
be coordinated through the chairman and/or presidents
of the various civic, citizen, and public agency
groups with the assistance of the Model City

staff~

by organizing these eroup representatives, so as
to have the proper coveraee of the over-all program.
The Model City Agency will prepare written
material to be passed out to residents of the Model

•

Neighborhood by members of the Citizen Advisory
group and members of the Neighborhood Service Team,
informing them of the intentions of the community
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organization and the reason for their involvement.
The radio will also be used in order to help
with the organization of the people of the neighborhood.
E.

OTHER PLANNING ACTIVITIES
During the initial planning period, efforts
will be made to coordinate the current County
Planning Program with the efforts of the City.
Because the Palatka urban area contains nearly

45% of the total county population, it is very
important that the emerging unincorporated area
be planned as a part of the City.

Exploration

will be made into establishing a joint City-County
Planning Commission.

Continued exploration will

be made into the possible relocation of Seaboard
Coastline Railroad tracks and the construction of
a St. Johns River Barge Port.
F.

DESCRIPTION OF WORK ELEMENT PRIORITIES
As described in section

11

A 11 above, the City

of Palatka has established four major goals during
its recent planning activities.

It has been
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accepted by the local citizenry that these
goals are nttainable and realistic.

The priorities

which have been set in the Planning Work Program
are designed to promote efforts in the direction
of these four major goals, and the following
general priorities for overall city capital expenditures.
Priority Number 1:

To produce immediate and

marked improvements in the physical appearance of
the Model Neighborhood Aren by introducing specific
improvements and amenities.

This priority program

will hnve an immediate morale boosting effect on
the entire community.

Its visual and physical

impact on our citizenry would affect the young,
the adults and the Senior Citizens.

Its recre-

ational component will afford our youthful vitality
and energies in play rather than in vandalism.
It will afford the adults in our comounity an opportunity to see what can be done with limited funds
and with support from public and private agencies.
It would open the door for further long range thinkine and for comnunity financial support over and
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beyond the scope of this application.

It will

also be an immediate indication to adult citizens
that work on the Model Neighborhood Area has
started now, and the other phases will be forth
coming.

As for the Senior Citizenry, this will

afford them an opportunity to have access to the
parks.

This number 1 priority is needed to get

the program off to a good start.
Priority Number 2:

To provide for the ex-

tension of sanitary sewer and storm sewers:
a.)

The city has continuously been improving

its sanitary sewers over the past eight years, but
due to the condition of the existing sewers and
limited funds, the city has been unable to make
any significant extensions of the sanitary sewer
system.

No extension of sewer work is practical

until the existine sewers are upgraded.

The com-

pletion of this upgradine work and the extension
of sanitary sewers would eliminate the septic tanks
and the remaining outdoor privies.
is completed and every structure's

When this work
11

house sewer"

tied into a sanitary main sewer, it would minimize

•
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the need for mosquito control in these area
(flash rains create puddling and stagnant water
conditions, septic tanks do not function properly,
and outdoor privies may overflow with consequent
hazard to public health).
b.)

The addition and extension of storm sewers

will solve the flash flood problems which are common
during the rainy season.

This prograc will also

drain off the puddling that occurs in the low developed areas and will assist in the control of mosquitoes.

The funds diverted from mosquito control

could then be used to meet important city needs.
The end results would be a healthier community
environment.
Priority Number 3:

Start a street improvement

program:
The section of the Model Neiehborhood Area
west of 11th Street and north of Reid Street is
mainly dirt roads and inadequate drainage.

The

remaining portion of the Model Neighborhood Area
consists of narrow 16 feet brick paved streets with
f~ir

drainage.

Generally, sidewalks are in need of
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of replacement or repair,

Sidewalks are

essential in the northwest area where none exist,
With unpaved streets, the entire neighborhood
presents a shabby appearance.

Also, dirt and dust

accumulate discouragine any serious effort to maintain a tidy neighborhood.

At one time, a 16 feet

brick paved roadway may have been considered
adequate for local traffic, this width is now inadequate for today 1 s use.
widened.

The streets have to be

In addition, consideration must be given

to constructing additional traffic arteries through
the city.
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ADMINISTRATIVE MACHINERY FOR CARRYING OUT
THE PLANNING WORK PROGRAM

A.

Organization
In order to provide a comprehensive planning program for a
Model City, the City Commission of the City of Palatka will serve
the City Demonstration Agency, that will be known as the CDA.

as

The

CDA will be the contracting agency and the legislative and policy
setting board for the entire Model City Program.

The CDA will hold

public meetings twice a month on the second and fourth Thursdays of
each month to consider all legislative and policy matters coming before them and to receive reports from the administrative staff, and
to receive citizens or committees from the target areas to here their
suggestions or compliants.
The CDA will have a Model City Administrative Board, that will
be known as the (MCAB) . The MCAB will be responsible to the CDA by
overseeing the administrative machinery in seeing that the Model
City plan as approved by the CDA is carried out.

The MCAB will

consist of a seven-man board emcompassing the City administration,
the Putnam County Commission and School Board administration, the

•

Office of Economic Opportunity, and the Palatka Housing Authority
2nd Urban Renewal Administration .

The CDA will have two citizens
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from the target areas to serve on the Administrative Board, that will
be selected by a citizen selective method.
The CDA will employ a qualified Administrator to head up the
Model City Staff, that will be known as the (MCS). The MCS will be
directly responsible to the MCAB but will be required to submit
monthly reports to the CDA .
The Administrator will employ the necessary personnel referred
to in the budget enclosed in this application .

His office will be

located in the City Hall in the City of Palatka so that the program
can be coordinated with the City Manager's office and his staff .
The MCAB will hold meetings, weekly, in the Palatka Urban Renewal
Office located in the largest target area so that the citizens will
have easy access to attend all meetings.

The

~CAB

will relocate their

meeting place, to the new Neighborhood Facility building now under
construction, in the main problem area within the Model Neighborhood .
The Model City Staff will coordinate the activities of the
citizenry, the St ate, the County, and the City, seeing that all
planned programs in the Model Neighborhood are carried out by v arious
Agencies and groups.

The MCS will be r esponsible for publicity and

informing the citizens of the City of the v arious activities and
programs available .

They will consult with the Citizens Advisory

Committee and use them to provide the programs de aling with health,
education, and welfare, to apprise them of the educational and job
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training opportunities, and see to it that the indigent families
receive p~oper health training ond employment opportunities.
The administrative structure as outlined will be organized and
granted pm.Jers by r esolution of the City Commission .
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B.

Participation And Committment:
l.

State Agency Involvement
The participation by the State Departments will consist of
Public Welfare, Road Department, Development Commission,
Planning Department, and the State

Employm~

1t Service. The State

agencies mentioned will be required to solve problems such as
welfare c ase s, transportation, recreation, planning and employment.
2.

Local Public Involvement
Departments of Putnam County which will be involved in the
Model City plan will be the Putnam County Development Authority
for new and expanding industrial development, Putnam County
School System for educational and technical training purposes,
Judge's office to cope with juvenile problems, Putnam: County Welfare
and Health Departments to provide health services and care for
indigents, St. Johns River Junior College for special training
courses, and the Putnam County Community Action Program of OEO
to provide day care centers, consultation services, and Headstart Programs, and Neighborhood Service Center Services.
Agencies in the City of Palatka are the Palatka Housing
Authority, Urban Renewal Agency, Planning and Zoning Boards,
and ·the Egineering Department .
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The involvement of these agencies will cover

_d~cent

housing,

renewal of slum areas, planning and zoning of the city, and
engineering which will be required for street and utility improvements.
The Putnam County Chamber of Commerce and the Putnam
County Central Labor Union will provide publicity, advertisement
and support for the entire Model City Program .

3.

Related Planning Activities
All planning activities of the agencies mentioned will be
coordinated through the Model City Staff and referred to the
MCAB for review, and written recommendations will be submitted
to the CDA for final approval.
The Urban Renewal general neighborhood renewal project
will become a key to the elimination of blight in the tvrget
area and will be reviewed by the entire Model City administrative
organization for approval, and all of the agencies mentioned
herein will be required to coordinate this project within the
Model Neighborhood plan. The planning of this GNRP progrDm will
tako in a large portion of the overall Model Neighborhood and
the Neighborhood Facility that is expecting to be under construction within 30 to 60 days will be a foeal point for meetings for making plans that will help solve problems in our
Model Neighborhood .
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We also h ave a small Urban Renewal Project in the planning
stage at the present time , expe cting to go into Lo an & Grant
within 30 days . This is a small proj ect thot t ake s in three
blocks which has some properties scheduled for total clea rance,
some properti es for r ehabilit ation and some new home s thot will
nee d no rehabilitation

work done . It is hoped that we will be

able to complet e this proj e ct within the time schedule for this
Model planning program and that we will be oble to us e our
experi ence in this project in determining how other large r Urban
Renewal projects may be effe ctive on a large r scole and that
our pl anning may be hinged around some of these aspects .
Attached hereto is a copy of the r esolution from the
Urban Renewal Board of the City of Palatka st ating the ir cooperation in the pl anning efforts of the Model City in r elation
to their present programs.
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Att achment

RESOLUTION

WHEREAS, the Board of Commissioners of the Urban Renewal Agency of the
City of Polotka, Florida, hos been informed thot the City Commission
of the City of Palatka, Florido is conside ring the submission of
an appli cation to the Department of Housing and Urb an Development
to have the City of Palotko dc- :J i gnated os o "Model Cit y" under
applic able Federol laws ond r egulations; ond
WHEREAS, this Boord is famili ar with the so-c all ed "Model City" pro gram and is mindful of the r e sponsibilit~ e s 8nd opportunitie s of
this Agency thot would ( ccrue from participation in the program;
nnd
WHEREAS, this Board is of the conside r ed oplnlon t hnt porticipation
by Palatka in the Model City program would bring i mmens urable
benefits to the citiz ens of Palatka and the surrounding nr ea ,
and would estoblish this communit y as a progressive ond concerned
City; it is thereupon
RESOLVED that the Board of Commissione rs of the Urban Renewal Agency
of the City of Palotka does he r eby approve the propos ed application of the City of Palatka for designa ti on as a "Model City"
unde r Federol lows and r egulations and does commend this project to the City Commission of Palatka and urge s speedy and
favor able consideration and support for the applicat ion and we
do further offer our full co-ope r ation in furth erance of these
ends . It is further
RESOLVED that a copy of this Resolution be s ent to the City Commission
of Palatka, Florida and copies made ovailablG to the press and
communic ations media .
DONE AND ADOPTED at Palatka, Florido in r egul ar meeting this 2nd day of
April, 1968 .
Chairman
ATTEST :
Executive Director
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4.

Private Agency Involvement
The planning program within the City of Palatka will be
coordinated with the Model City plan so th at conflicts will not
arise . The Merchant's Division of the Chamber of Commerce is
cooperating with the City of Palatka to provide funds for the
employment of a professional planner for the redevelopment of
the downtown shopping area and water front for the City of
Palatka. This also will be coordinated with the Model City Plan.
The Committee of 100 and the Chamber of Commerce has
indicated support of this program and have offered their services and are willing to help in the planning activities of
this program. At this time, it can only be assumed that the
nature and extent of their involvement will be a continued
support of the progr am. Committees will be appointed to serve
in different problem ar eas and to develop. possible solutions
to the determined problems.

5.

Private Enterprise
Numerous Business and Professional Organizations, the
Local Carpenters and Central Labor Union, as well as the
Contractor's and Building supply companies, have stated their
interest and support in the Model City program .

Their in-

volvement will be to work closely with committees that are
assigned projects involving their business and professional
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organizations, industry or labor forc e , in that particular endeavor .

6. Citizen Participation
Citiz en's participation in the Model City Program is conside r e d to be th e key to a successful plan .

The existing

Citiz ens Committee in the City of Palatka, h as been a key to the
communications from the City Hall to the pe ople living in the
areas of the City wher e low- r ent housing has been constructed,
where the Neighborhood Facility building is to be constructed,
and where the Urban Renewal Project is underway .
We presently have s ever2l forms of citizens participation
in our City.
1.

In the City ' s Workable Program, is included a Citizen ' s

Advisory Committee that was organiz ed a number of y ea rs ago in
conne ction with the workable program, of which is made up
of 27 members which r epres ent a cross - s ection of the community,
both White and Ne gro citiz ens, are pres ently serving on this
committee . They we r e appointed by the City Commission to serve
in this capacity. They meet monthly to transact business and
carry on progr ams that ar e of

R

public nature and h ave done

a very successful job in the past .
The Ne ighborhood

S e rv~c e

Team was organiz ed by the Putnam

County Community Action Program, for the purpos e of conveying
information dire ctly in the homes of the citizens who would not
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normally be reached by news media and other forms of public information, so as to inform these people of the Urban Renewal
endeavors , public housing endeavors and the Model City's efforts .
This organization began just a month or two prior to the Model
City Program being passed into law. It organized itself into
District Captains and then Block Captains, and has done a lot
of good, but lacks a lot yet in accomplishing the ultimate
goal.
The Civic and Community organizations, which are made up
of citizens can and have been very effective in securing
citizen participation.
New Neighborhood Organizations that might be necessary to
be organized, would be the continuing support and furthering
of the Neighbo rhood Service Team Organization. The Neighborhood
Service Team organization is primarily a citizens group in the
minority area . It may become necessary for the City Commission
to elect to have a Citizens Advisory Group, made up of possibly
12 people, 6 being appointed by the City Commission, and 6 being
selected by the Citizens of the Model Neighborhood Area , so as

/

to have complete representation from all people affected. The
Chgirman of the Committee could servo on the Model City Advisory
Board, so as to have direct communications from the Citizenry
to the administrative organization of the Model City Program .
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It would then be proposed that all citizen participation related to the planning octivities of the program would come
through the City's Citizen Advisory Committee, the Neighborhood
Service Team and Model City Advisory Committee, to the Model
City Advisory Board or directly to the CDA for its regular
meetings in the City Hall.
Local Citizens who do not make themselves part of the above
organizations are given an opportunity to participate in the
planning activities through voicing their opinions, stating
their needs and desires, and by being aware that they have the
right to voice their opinion to any of the above mentioned
organizations as well as directly to the CDA.

7.

Community Action Agency
The Community Action Program Agency will play a very important part in the planning activities of this program. They
will be asked to provide assistance in the organizing of the
community residents in counseling with residents to bette r inform th em through their Neighborhood Service Team.
They will be asked to provide Day Care Centers for residents
that may need to be involved in this program and will also
participate in helping to inform the r esidents on the street as

•

to the Model City Program activities. They will avail themselves
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and th e information acquired to the total planning ef f ort of this
program, and will do anything to help coordinDte the Model
City effort .
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PLANNING EUDGET
FOR CDA

PALATKA, FLORIDA

Line No.

Activity
Classification

1.

Staff Salaries

2 ..

Employee Eenefits
Compensation

3.

Consultant , Engineering
and draftin~ constract services
Travel

5.

Postage

P. Office Equipment
C. Utilities
D .. Office Rent
E. Telephone & Telegraph
F.

8.

$

52,210.00

5,090.00

16,000.00
3,000.00

Other Costs:
A.

6.

Amount

& Reproduction
(Office Supplies)

600.00
4,960.00
500.00

1,200.00
400.00

Printin~

1,000.00

TOTAL

84,960.00

Non-Federal Contribution

16,992.00

Amount of Federal Grant

67,968.00

(

1.

Staff

Sal~ri~

Position
Title

l<onthly
Rate

Project
Director

Numter of
:t-·1 onths
Assif:ne.Q.

L,Qf time on
~I od~l

Citie~

P1anni.!!_g

Emflo~

Total Com- Non-Fed.
Contribu"tipn

£~Eion

Nature of
Position

Ag~ncy

Qr Dept.

$ 11,400

New

k odel City
Staff

100%

9,000

New

],\·;. odel City
Staff

12

lCO%

7,200

New

Staff

500

12

1 0 0%

6,000

New

Iv. . ode1 City
Staff

City
Manager

966

12

10 ·%

1,160

1,160

Ex is tint::

City Sta f f

Supt./
Pul:-lic WorJts

625

12

20%

l,SCO

1,5CO

Existing

City Staff

Existing

County School
Eoard/County
Staff

Exist in ~

County
S c h ool Eoard
Staff

$ 950

12

Social &
Education
Pro g-ram
Analyst

750

Housing Inspector

100%

12

600

Sec-Eookkeeper

Assistant
County School
Supt. for Adrn 1086
Director of
Education
Services

1000

1v~ode1

12

12

'
10 . %

•20%

1,300

2,400

1,3(;0

2,40C

City

~~I

~

+)

(1j

~mb~

f__2sition
Title

~'.:O!!thlY

Rate

of

Em.Qloy.

% oi_ tim~.Q!!

~Months

No~el

As~i~ned

Pl~!_lninf:

Citie~

Tot a .!...S:o!!!=.
12ensati.Q.!!

Ji2E-Fed.

l'<! aty~_of

b.~enc__y_9f

Co_!l~rit:.

Position

De.Qt.

(!)

,....-ftll)

mm

~~

Ct-!H
0~

>.,-+)

+l S-t
·rl ctl
0~

Job Training Analyst
Engineer

$500

12

100%

$6,00

900

12

35%

4,~5C

Assistant
County
School Supt.
1086
for Inst.

12

10%

New
$4,950

1,300

1,300

52,2.10

12,61C

Existing

Existing

Contract
work/ Jr.
College
City Staff
County
School Eoard
Staff
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2.

Salary~e~~~d

Position Title

Cost and Frinee

Insurance

E ~P:-efits

P e!:-ire~!li

s .s.

Total

Project Director

108

950

299

1,357

Social & Education Pro~ram
Analyst

108

723

299

1,130

Housine- Inspector

108

572

299

979

Job Training
Analyst

108

440

264

812

SecretaryEookkeeper

108

440

264

812

1, 4.25

5,090

- ------

-

540
TOTAL

3,125

----
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3.

Work to

~~- Car:ried

out by Consultants,
Enf!'i!l~~~_!E_g_ !l_n~- Drafting

A.

Develop detailed work proeram, ty task element, for each item in the proposed work proF-ram,

includin~

schedule network

PERT presentation of time
relations~1 ip

and proposed

duration of each major assi e nment.---$750.00
B.

Develop a detailed Land Use Inventory by small
areas to determine the present distribution ..

i·~

and quantities of various land use factors.--

----------~~--~r-~------------------ $1500.00
C.

Investie;-ate t h e

possi~ilities

of

esta~lishing

a joint City-County Plannine Program to undertake the lonE rang e planning of the Palatka
Urtan Area.-------------------------- $ 500.00
D.

Evaluate existing local efforts to improve
the visual appearance of t h e

~::odel

Neighbor-

h ood h rea and determin e what steps should be
ta k en to e enerate additional individual
initiative to clean u p and landscape properties. --------------------------- $1000.00

~··
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E.

Review all existing laws, both state and
local, which are relative to the comprehensive
redevelopment of the

~odel

Neiehtcrhood Area.

This work will te assisted ly the City Attorney 1 s Office. -------------------$500.00
F.

Assist in t ~"le development of a 5 year Implementation ProEram and establish a detailed
program for the first year of implementation.----------------------------$1750.00

G.

Provide specialized assistance in areas of
cost-tenefit analysis and program
in~,

bud~et-

including developing applications of

these procedures adaptable to general city
tudget preparation processes.----$900.00
E.

Prepare feasibility studies for low-invest~ent

enterprises

includin~

capital require-

ments, special traininE needs and market
potential.-----------------------$1,300.00

I.

Pr.evide regularly consultation and review
to the I<odel City Staff and the Lodel City
Administrative Eoard. (A minimum of two
regular meetinE days per month.--$ 1,800.00
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J.

Secure eneineering and drafting work,
contracted cy t h e jot; examples:

making

sketch es for presentations and drafting
work for engineer.
t e such

assi~ents

En ~ ineerinE

work would

as making detailed job

studies for research and feasibility studies.
Total

$16,000.00
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•

Travel:
Out-of-Town travel:
$600
6 trips to htlanta at $100.
600
Tallahassee
at
$100.
6 trips to
2 workshop sessions at $100.

5.

2CO

Local Travel:
Use of staff cars

1,600

Total Travel

3,000

Oth er Cost:

The followin~ items are estimated on past
tudeetary experience:
a.

t.

Posta 2"e
$1,000
Office Equj.pment
$1,000
5 desks at $2CO each
eacb.
375
chairs
at
$75
5
900
2 tyf'ewriters
650
1 Calculator
250
10 c h airs
160
2 filint: cal:inets at $80
100
draftin~
table
1
950
2 dictating machines at $475
475
1 transcritin€" machine
100
Misc. items
Total Cost

$4,960

Utilities
Office Rent
The office space rent is based upon the
eoing rents in the City_of Palatka.
e. Telephone and TF.le~raph.
f.
Printine and Reproduction.
c.
d.

City of Palatka
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The non-federal contritutions will te provided in the following manner:
In the

fore~oine

tudget break-down, the staff

salaries, office equipment and office rent will
te used in the proportion that the City and other
affiliated aeencies are able to contritute that
has been indicated in above chart as in-kind contributions .

The balance of any needed amount will

1
"b e 1.n
.
cas h .

1

T.;."le existing position that i .'"1 .·found in the budget
treakdcwn are as follows:
Enr-ineer
of .,."later t .. Sewaee
Assistant County Scnool
Superintendent
Director of Educational
Services
Assistant Superintendent
for Instruction
Su~t.

$ 3,780
1,500
1,300
2 '~. 00
1,300

The existine a rencies or departments of local
§"overnment h avine- asSif'ned r ersonnel to work for the
r-~odel City Staff will work for the r-:odel City Or~a n ization on a task assignment basis with each particular assienme n t tein~ desienated as part of the
Kadel City work proeram, that would Le a definite
expense to t."le 1-:odel City program. These persons
will te permanently assicned to the ~~ odel City Staff
on the atove mentioned basis, meanin~ that the ~odel
City Staff may call upon the people needed at any
time to perform certain jots that would ce pertinent

City of Palatka
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to the planning efforts of t h e program.
The City Manager will devote 10% of his time,
which amounts to $1,160, direct to the Model
City Planning Program by coordinating the
CDA and the MCAB.

•
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PART VII
S~~RY

A.

City Description.
Palatka is strategically located on the St. Johns River
in the northeast section of Florida, approximately 50
miles south of Jacksonville.

The city has an estimated

1967 population of 12,260 persons and has an unincorporated

frin~e

area of approximately 4,690 persons.

Historically, Palatka's economy has teen orientP-d to
a~riculture

and pulpwood products.

The giant Hudson

Paper Mill is located on the edge of the city and employs
nearly 2500 persons, and Florida Furniture Industries,
located in the heart of the city, employs approximately
200 persons.

Palatka is an old community

havin~

been developed as A

lumtering center in the early 19th century.

This early

development has handicapped recent expansion because of
small blocks, narrow streets, and inadequate travel
routes to the west.

Today Palatka is a city plagued with a high percentage
of sub-standard conditions and a large numter of families

City of Palatka
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with incomes below the poverty level.

The city

government is unable to provide adequate corrective
measures due to its limited fiscal capabilities.
E.

Model Neighborhood Description.
The Model Neighborhood contains a total of 1045 acres
of area, of which only 610 acres are
developed.

11

built up 11 and

The other acreage is currently in putlic

and private undeveloped area and open space.
Model Neighborhood is contained totally

The

wit~~n

the

c~ty

limits of Palatka and accounts for nearly all of the
sub-standard sections in the Palatka Planning
(See

~~ap

Area~

Part II)

There are 2067 families residing in t h e

~iodel

Neigi1l:or-

hood Area and 400 of t Lese have incomes of less than
$3,000 annually.

The Model

Nei~hborhood

contains the old city with its

deteriorated structures, mixed land uses, blighting
influences, narrow streets, deteriorated utilities and
allied social characteristics.

hll of

th~

city's

negro population is located in this area and occupies

•

most of the 1398

Th e

~~odel

su~-standard

housing units •

Neighborhood is penetrated ty the mainline

•
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tracks and main switching yards of the Seabcard
Coastline Railroad and contains the large Florida
Furniture Industries plant, each of which have
in~

bli~ht-

influences en the adjacent areas.

Because of its strategic location tc the emerging
Palatka urtan area, and its location along the shores
of the St. Jchns River, the

~odel

Neighborhood Area

must play an important role in the future identity of
Palatka.

C.

Ma;or Problems.
The major Frotlems existing in the hodel Neighborhood
Area are

dir~ctly

related to the sut-standard socio-

economic conditicns of the residents livine in the area.
~early

all of the prctlems are inter-related and can

only be solved ty a comprehensive approach wh ich will
provide solutions, not only directly but indirectly, to
t h ose activities outside the area which tend to reinforce
the protlerns.

The proclems as defined in this applica-

tion are:
1.

Physical deterioration of structures and
utilities.

2.

Inadequate

sup~ly

of standard low-income housing.

•
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Inndequate public facilities.

4~

Need for

ex~anded

s~ecialized

education

services.

5.

Need for expanded health services.

6.

Hirh Juvenile Crime Rate.

7.

Inadequate recreational and cultural services.

8.

Inadequate staffed Social and Welfare Services.

9.

Inadequate fiscal

ca~ability

~reserve

to

historical structures.
10.

City

11.

Lack of a total

a~athy

to local

pro~lems.

com~rehensive

lony-ran£e

development rroEFam.
12.

Lack of

Cos~-Eenefit

Analysis and

Pro~rarn

The evidence of the inter-relationship between the major
protlems

c~n

only

~e

seen after

a . thorou~h

The city•s apathy to the ccnditions
environment of the minority
area to deteriorate

~oth

~rcu~s

analysis.

surroundin~

the

have permitted the

fhysically and socially.

In-

adequate educational facilities have caused a chain
reaction which is reflected in crime rates, underemployment, and dependence upon welfare.

The city's

fiscal condition is inadequate to finance needed
rnents and has resulted in only token attempts to

im~rove-

City of Palatka
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establish long ranee flanning and cost-benefit
analysis.

D.

Proposed Planninv

Pro~ram

The Proposed Planning Program is designed to cover
a 12 month period of intensive research and analysis
which will culminate in a

5 year implementation pro-

gram.

The program is

desi~ed

to renovate all aspects of

the living environment in the Model Neightorhood and
is heavily oriented toward the

upgradin~

of the areas

economic position.

The principal direction of the initial planning period
will be toward

or~anization

of local efforts and re-

fining of the city's long range goals and objectives.
accomplis ~ ed

This will te

by in-depth research into the

area's assets and liabilities and a community-wide
analysis of these elements.

This analysis will indicate

the direction in which the city should proceed tc gain
its most effective

accomplis~ments.

The Plannine Program is designed as follows:
Phase

I

Phase II

Organization in PlanninE.
Research and Analysis.

'·
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Phase III - Review and Evaluation.

E.

Phase IV

- Citizen Participation.

Phase V

- Plans and Programs.

Planning Propram hdministrative Machinery
The Palatka Model City Proeram will te administered
under the direction of the City Commission which will
function as the City Demonstration ~~ency (CDA).
CDA will

a~point

·a

grou~

The

of lay citizens to the Model

Neighborhood Advisory Committee who will function in
an advisory capacity to the CDA and carry out their
policies.

The Model Neiehtcrhood Advisory Committee

will te responsitle for the daily
Model City

Pro~ram

o~erations

of the

and will employ a full-time Model

City Unit staff to assist their efforts.

The Model City Unit director will te responsible for
program develcpment and will work under the administrative policies of the Advisory Committee.
in Part

5

See chart
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PART 8. RESOLUTION OF GOVERNING BODY
AND OPINION OF ATTORNEY
A.

RESOLUTION

RESOLUTION OF mHE CITY COMMISSION OF
THE CITY OF PALATKA, FLORIDA, APPROVING REQUEST FOR FINP~CIAL ASSISTP~CE
TO PLAN AND DEVELOP A COMJ'REHENSIVE
CITY DEMONSTRATION PROGRAl\1 .
~~REAS, the City of Palmka, Florida, desires to
undertake a comprehensive city demonstration program to
rebuild or revitalize large slum and blighted areas and
generally improve living conditions for the people who
live in such areas, and

WHEREAS, the Secretary of Housing and Urban Development, (hereinafter referred to as the "Secretary"), is
authorized to, pursuant. to Title· I of the Demonstration
Cities and Metropolitan Development Act of 1966, make
grants to, and contract with, City Demonstration Agencies
to pay up to eighty (80%) per cent of the costs of planning and developing such comprehensive city demonstration
programs,
NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED BY THE CITY COMJ1.ISSION OF THE CITY OF PALATKA, FLORIDA , in regular meeting
assembled:
Section 1: Approval is·hereby granted [1] for the
submisslon by the City of Palatka, Florida, of a request
for financial assistance for the planning and development
of a comprehensive city demonstration program; [2] for the
provision of any information or documentation concerning the
preparation and content of such program as may be required
by the Secretary; and [3] for the representation by E. L.
Walker , Mayor of the City of Palatka, Florida, or his law-
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ful successor, as ·the authorized representative
empowered to act on behalf of the City of Palatka,
Florida, in connection with all matters pertaining to
the request for financial assistance.
Section 2: The City of Palatka, Florida, hereby
agrees to comply with the regulations of the Secretary
effectuating Title VI of the Civil Rights Act of 1964,
which provide that no · person shall, on the ground of
race, color or national origin, be excluded from participation in, be denied the benefits of, or be subjected
to discrimination in the undertaking of any of the projects or activities assisted under Title I of the Demonstrat'ion Cities and Metropolitan Development Act of 1966.

#

•
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The undersigned hereby certifies that:
1. That he is the fully qualified and acting City
Clerk of the City of Palatka, Florida, and keeper of its
official records.
2. The foregoing Resolution is a true and correct
copy of the Resolution as finally adopted at a meeting
of the City Commission of the City of Palatka, Florida, .
held on the
day of April, A.D ., 1968, and duly recorded in his office. ·

3.

~

The undersigned is duly authorized to execute
this certificate.
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the undersigned has hereunto
set ·h is hand and the seal of said City, this ;;It>~ day of
April, A.D., 1968.

Signature Deleted
1fAROLD E.

City Clerk

WILLIM~S ,

,

I
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B.

OPINION OF ATTORNEY

City of Palatka
Post Office Drawer 1100
Palatka, Florida 32077
Gentlemen:
You have asked for my opinion as City Attorney on
several questions presented by the Department of Housing
and Urban Development in connection with your application
filed with the Department of Housing and Urban Developm.e nt
on or about April
, 1968, for a grant under Title I of
the ·Demonstration Cities and Metropolitan Development Act
of 1966 for the planning and developing of a comprehensive
city demonstration program.
I have exanined your application and have also reviewed all pertinent Federal, State and l~cal laws. Based
upon the foregoing it is my opinion that:
[1] The City · of Palatka is a properly and validly created public body.
[2] The filing of the application has been approved by the governing body of the City by resolution
dated April
, 1968, and this resolution is the only such
resolution pertaining to the application or its subject
matter.
[3] The City of Palatka, Florida, possesses
the authority under State and local law to undertake the
overall planning and administration of the program, including (1) the authority to provide the. local share of the
costs; (2) the power to contract with the Federal Government and receive and expend Federal funds; and (3) the
authority to adopt the agministrative structure set forth
in Part V of the application, in furtherance of purposes
set forth in the Demonstration Cities and Metropolitan
Development Act of 1966. (See Chapter 63-1733, Laws of
Florida, Acts of 1963, copies of pertinent provisions attached hereto).
·
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[4] The ·City of Palatkat Florida, possesses
adequate authority under State and local law to permit
fulfillment of the Federal laws with respect" to relocation, wage and labor standards, and the prohibitions against discrimination on account of race, color, creed
or national origin under programs or activities rec6Ying
Federal financial assistances. (Sections 107 and 110
of the Demonstration Cities and Metropolitan Development
Act of 1966, 80 Stat. 1259, 42 u.s.c. S3307, 3310 (1967);
Contract Work Hours Standard Act, 76 Stat. 357 (1967), 40
U.S.C . S327 (1966); Title VI of the Civil Rights Act of
1964, 78 Stat. 252, 42 u.s.c. S2000d-1 (1964); Executive
Order 11063, "Equal Opportunity in Housing", 27 F.R. 11527
(1962); and Executive Order 11246~ "Equal Employment
Opportunity", 30 F.R. 12319 (1965;.
- I have made appropriate inquiry and am satisfied that
there is no pending or threatened litigation challenging
your authority to undertake the overall planning and ad- ·
ministration of a comprehensive city demonstration program.
Yours very trulY-,

E. L. EASTr, OORE,
City Attorney

----.. -·

~-

\

Sec. 237. Powers.
The City of Palatka shall have all the powers necessary or
convenient to carry out and effectuate the purposes and provisions of this Act [seCtions 231-247], including the following powers in addition to others herein granted:
(a) To 'undertake and carry out urban renewal projects
within its area of operation; and to make and execute
contracts and other instruments necessary or convenient to the exercise of its powers under this Act
[sections 231-247]; and to dissemin.a te slum clearance and urban renewal information;
· · (b) · To provide· or to arrange or contract for the furnishing or repair by any person or agency; public or pri~ '
vate, of services, privileges; works, streets, roads,· public utilities or other facilities for or in connection with
an urban renewal project, to install, construct, and re_c onstruct streets, utilitie.s, parks, playgrounds, and
·.
other public improvements; and to agree to any conditions that it may deem reasonable and appropriate
attached to · Federal financial assistance and imposed
pursuant to Federal law relating to the determination
of prevailing salaries or wages or compliance with
labor standards, in the undertaking or carrying out
of an urban renewal project, and to include in a~y

l

O ·J
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!
I
I
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r
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§ 237

contract let in connection v.;}th such a project, provisions to fulfill such of said co ditions as it may deem
reasonable -and appropriate;

.I

.· (c) Within its area of operation, to enter into any build- ·
roperty in any urban r enewal area in order to
make i spections, surveys, appraisals, soundings or
.
test b,orings, and to obtain an order for this purpose
\_· from >a court or competent jurisdiction in the event
entry is denied or resisted ; to acquire by purchase,
lease, option, gift, grant, bequest, devise, eminent do.. ,. main or otherwise, any real property (or personal property for its administrative purposes) together0 with
r ~- any improvement thereon; to hold, improve, clear or
prepare for redevelopment any such property; to dispose of any real property; to insure or provide for the
insurance of any real or personal property or operations of the municipality against any risks or hazards,
including the power to pay premiums on any such insurance; and to enter into any contracts necessary to
effectuate the purposes of this Act [sections 231-247];
Provided, however, that no statutory provision with
respect to the acquisition, clearance or disposition of
property by public bodies shall restrict the municipality in the exercise of such functions with respect
to an urban renewal project, unless the legislature
shall specifically so state;

t rr \ ... _.... ...

'

(d) To invest any urban reneway project funds held in

. '.J,

_,'
·: ; .

reserves or sinking- funds or any such funds not required for immediate disbursement, in property or securities in which savings banks may legally invest
funds subject to their control; to redeem such bonds
as have been issued pursuant to section 10 [240] of
this Act at the redemption price established therein
or to purchase such bonds at less than redemption price,
all such bonds so redeemed or purchased to be cancelled;

(e) To borrow money and to apply ~or and accept advances, loans, grants, contributions and any other form
1

Supp, No. 20

114.5
: ~·.

I

.

'·
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of financial assistance from the federal government,
the State, county or other public body, or from any
sources, public or private, for the purpose of this Act
[sections 231-2,17], and to give such security as may
lawfully be required and to enter into and carry out
contracts in connection therewith. The municipality
may include in any contract for financial assistance
with the federal government for an urban renewal
project such conditions imposed pursuant to federal
laws as the municipality may deem reasonable and appropriate and which are not inconsistent with the purposes of this Act [sections 231- 247];

::)

(f) Within its area of operation, to make or have made all

surveys and plans necessary to the carrying out of the
purposes of t his Act [sections 231- 247] and to contract with any person, public or private, in making
and carrying out such plans and to adopt or approve,
modify and amend such plans. Such plans may include,
without limitation: (1) a general plan for the locality
as a whole, (2) urban renewal plans, (3 ) preliminary
plans outlining urban renewal activities for neighborhoods to embrace two or more urban renewal areas,
( 4) plans for carrying out a program of voluntary or
compulsory repair and rehab.litation of buildings and
improvements, ( 5) plans for enforcement of State and
local laws, codes, and regulations relating to the use
of land and the use and occupancy of buildings and
improvements and to t l e compulsory repair ; rehabilitation, demolition, or removal of buildings and improvements, and (6) apprc isa1s, title searches, survey's,
studies, and other plans and work necessary to pre-.
pare for the unde ·taking of urban renewal projects.
The municipality is authorized to develop, test and report methods and techniques, and carry out demonstrations and other activities, for the prevention and the
elimination of slums and urban blight and to apply
for, accept and utilize grants of funds from the federal government for such purposes ;
Supp. No. 20

114.6
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(g) To prepare plans for the relocation of persons (including families, business concerns and others) displaced by a!!- urban renewal project, and to make relocation payments to or with respect to such persons
for moving expenses and losses of property for which
reimbursement or compensation not otherwise made,
including the making of such payments financed by
the federal govermpent;
·
(h) To appropriate such funds and make such expenditures

;

as may be necessary to carry out the purposes of this
Act (sections 231-247}, and to levy taxes and assessments for such purposes; to zone or rezone any part
of the municipality or make exceptions from building
regulatio11s; and to enter, into agreements with an
urban renewal agency vested with urban ren~wal
project powers under section 15 [2·15] of this Act
(which agreements may extend over any period, notwithstanding any provision or rule of law to the contrary), respecting action to be taken by such municipality pursuant to any of the p6wers granted by this · . .
Act [sections 231-247];

.

. .,

I~

·, ·.' ·.._ : . :. · ·.·

·,..;;:.><.';· !·"::· ;··;··::.

I;,

(i) To close, vacate, plan· or replan streets, roads, side-

walks, ways or other places; and to plan or replan any
part of · the muni~ipality;

·..

(j)

carry
·'

.

I

(k) 'fo exercise all or any pu.rt oi· combination of powers
herein granted. (Acts H.l63, Ch. 63-.1733, § 7)
Supp, No. 20
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RAVINE GARDENS
Nature has provided for the City of Palatka an eighty - five acre
ravine which , in 1934,

~hrough

into an Azalea Ravine Gardens .

the Federal Relief Program , was developed
During the Second World War years, the

gardens were neglected because of the lack of man power and City funds
to properly maintain them .

Therefore, undergrowth and water systems

were neglected and the gardens have b ecome somewhat of a jungle and only
during the months the azaleas are in ·bloom are they attractive
appeal to visitors .

enough ~ to

In the past years the City has made efforts to re-

store the ' gardens to what they once were, a national attraction for the
tourist visiting our State, but because of the size of the gardens and
demands placed upon our City, funds have not been adequate to do the job.
It is hoped and planned through the Model City Program funds can be
received to employ necessary personnel to rebuild the Ravine Gardens and
maintain them properly as an attraction to bring tourists and dollars into
our community .

It is estimated that it would require twenty - five full-

time employees for proper maintenance to the Rav ine Gardens .
the City can only provide four employees .

At present

After the gardens are restored

to the beauty they once were, so that'visitors will visit them on a yearround basis , the income will be sufficient to pay for the upkeep and advertising of the gardens .

The above pieture reppesents one of the buildings at the entrance or
the Ravine Gardens which was used for Concession at one time, and
is sometimes used now for pienies and used on special occasions.
The extreme top cireular portion was at one time used for the Bfy
Scouts of America local Eagle's Nest, but due to the structural
conditions it is unsafe at the present time and needs restoration.

This picture represents that part of the Garden structure that has been
partially restored by the City. As you can see, this has not been kept
because of very limited funds.

This is a picture of the Azalea Bowl, one of the oldest baseball
diamonds in the State. Was built in conjunction with the Ravine Gardens.
Babe Ruth played in this stadium.

This picture was taken from the road that circles the top of the Ravine
looking down to the base of the Ravine. Notice by the trees the extreme
sharp drop of the Ravine, the heavy undergrowth, the Azaleas, and the
large overhanging trees.

one o£ the eroded trails that lead through the
siopes to the base of the Ravine~ Notice the growth of weeds and bushe~
intermingling the Azalea~ and other rare plantings,

Th~s p~cture ~ill ~how

This picture shows the Azaleas as well 9S the blown down trees. Notice
the extreme undergrowth of weeds and bushes, which conceal the beauty.

This picture shows the depth of the Ravine from a slope of the Palm
trees in the foreground .

This picture shows one of the 2 swinging suspension bridges that were
built to cross the Ravine. This one has been restored, the other has
deteriorated and only the concrete columns remain. It also shows the
eroded slopes of the Ravine. In the extreme bottom of tne Ravine, on
the right hand side of the bridge, you will see one of the concrete
dam that created a lake, this has now broken and cannot retain the
planned water pool.

This picture shows the extreme slope of the Ravine. At one time
trails were stair stepped for viewers to walk through the Ravine
as you can see, they have not been maintained and are deteriorating.

This picture shows the extreme bottom of the Ravine looking East standing from the swinging bridge . The stresm running through the center
shows the undergrowth in the bottom of the Ravine and along the slopes .
In the foreground, you can see a little clearing . that has been done
by the City. But today; not being properly landscaped, it has no
beauty. The beauty is lost and the undergrowth has taken over the
original landscaping. The expense of maintaining this area has lead
to this condition .

~·
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STATE OF FLORIDA
THE CAPITOL

TALLAHASSEE

ToM

An~.rs

32304 .

SECRETARY OF STATE

April 9, 1968

Honorable E. L. Walker
Mayor of the City of Palatka
City Hall
Palatka, Florida
Dear Mayor Walker: .

•

It is my understanding that the City· of Palatka
has made an application under the Model Cities Program .
We have followed the development of Palatka with
great interest during the last few years. You are to
be commended for the progressive, forward looking administration which you and the memb~rs of the Commission
have initiated. Certainly with the help -of this Federal
program, you will be al~owed to accomplish even more
progress . . Please accept this letter as my offer to assist
you in every proper way in the programs which you and the
Commission have set out.
With every good wish and warmest regards, I remain
Sincerely,

Signature Deleted

TA/cjk

•
The .following list of organizations have
r.1odel City

Progr~rn

suppor~ed

the

by submitting a letter of their support to

the Chairman of the Hodel City Planning Grant ·Committee.
Also attached are several copies of such letters.

Others

are on file in the City Hall, City of Palatka , Florida.

Putnam County Community Action Committee, Inc.
State DepartMent ~f Public Welfare
Putnam County Health Department
Putnam County Specia 1 Services (Formerly 'Vlelfare)
Putnam County Hedical Society, Inc.
Putnam County Chamber of .Commerce
Florida ·state Emplo>ment Service
Board of Rules and· Appeal s
Carpenters Local Union #1500
Palatka Gas Authority
Palatka Public Library
Board of Cemetery Trustees
Citizens Advisory Committee
Putnam County Chamber of Commerce, Merchants Div.
Committee of 100
Neighborhood Service Tea~
Claude L. Conway

ORGANIZED 1856
SOUTH SECOND STREET

PALAT KA, FLORIDA

ARTHUR WILSON RIDEOUT, M. A ., B. D .. MINISTER

KENDRICK W. MAJOR, CLERK OF SESSION

J . RALPH NEALE, D. D .. MINISTER-EMERITUS

WILLIAM J. HARTLEY, JR .. TREASURER

CHURCH PHONES 328-1435 • 328·1436

MAIL ADDRESS : P . 0 . BOX 297

MINISTERS HOME 328-1060

PALATKA, FLORIDA 32077

April
1r. John
Chairman
The City
Palatka,

5,1968

D. Atkins, Commissioner
of the 1odel City Planning Grant Committee
of Palatka
Florida

Dear Mr. Atkins:
Enclosed herewith is infoTination submitted
by The Citizens Advisory Committee of the City of
Palatka, Florida as requested by your ~ odel City
PlanningGrant Com~ittee and approved by our meeting
held at ·The City Hall, Palatka, Flor ida on April 3,1968.
You are hereby authorized to use this information
in the odel City PlanningGrant Applicat ion to be submitted
for approval by the Regional Federal authorities.
Our committee gave its hearty endorsement and
has offered its full cooperation in the filing of a
Plam!ing Grant ApDlication.
Please call us us for any further service by
which "tt-Te may enable you to render Pala tka most worthy
of consideration and approval of a Planning Grant.

Signature Deleted
Arthur ~ ilson Rideout, Chairman
Citizens _dvisory Committee
The City of Palatka
Palatka, Flor ida
AWR:slf

~~---PALATKA.

March 19 I 1968

Model City Planning Grant Committee
Drawer 1100
City of Palatka Florida
.I

Dear Mr o Chairman:

•

Enclosed herewith is information submitted by the
Putnam County Committee of 100 as requested by your Committee
and approved by its Board of Directors. You are hereby authorized
to use this information in the Model City Planning Grant Application to be submitted for approval by the Regional Federal
authorities.
Let me assure you and your Committee that we will
cooperate with filing of a Planning Grant Application.
If we can be of any further service to you
upon us.

I

please call

Signature Deleted
Robert L. Pring
Chairman
RLP:jv

CHAMBER BUILDING • P. 0. BOX 550 • TELEPHONE 328-1504

Jr

FLORIDA

•

ca
• HAMILTON GORDON

•

208 N. 2NO ST.

Co mere
•

P. 0, BOX !5150

•

TELEPHONE (904) 328·1!504

EXIlCUTIVIl VICil Pllll.IDIINT

PALATKA, F"LORIOA
32077

March 21 1 1968

Model City Planning Grant Committee
Drawer 1100
City of Palatka 1 Florida

Dear Mr. Chairman:

•

Enclosed herewith is information submitted by the
Merchants Division of the Putnam County Chamber of Commerce
as· requested by your Committee and approved by it. You are
hereby authorized to use this information in the Model City
Planning Grant Application to be submitted for approval by the
Regional Federal authorities.
Let me assure you and your Committee ·that we will
cooperate with filing of a Planning Grant Application.

If we can be of any further service to you, plea
call upon us.

Signature Deleted
'orge s;nde 1
erchants
vision

GS:jv

•
AND

RECREATION

MEET

ON

THE

BEAUTIFUL

ST

JOHNS

RIVER

•
TO:

The Honorable City Commission

FROM:

Neighborhood Service Team

SUBJECT:

Model City Program

It is our u n derstanding that there is still
an opportunity . for Palatka to enter the 1968 Model City
contest.

•

In view of this f a ct, we, the members of the

Neighborhood Service Team recommend that Palatka enter an
application as soon as possible.
In · view of the benefits and advantages such
a program might offer to the residents of
by our

orga~ization,

~~e

area served

we, therefore, wholeheartedly will

support this effort in

eve~y

way possible to make our city

a winner.
·NEIGHBORHOOD SERVICE TEAM

Signature Deleted

•

CLAUD E L. CO N WAY
REAL ESTATE AND
PHONE HOME 32 5•3692

RENTALS

OFFICE 32 5•7474

PALATKA, FLORIDA

March 20th, 1968

Model City Planning Grant Committee
P. 0. Drawer 1100
City of Palatka, Florida 32077
Dear Mr. Chairman:
Enclosed herewith is information submitted by me concerning the planning
grant application for approval by the Regional Federal Authorities. We have
about 150 low rental tenants and commercial tenants. About 25% of the 150
is commercial property.
I fully enqorse the program of the committee for a Model City. I do not see .
any other way out to carry out any kind of a renovating project in our community.
This is the only way that I see that we can clear up the blight areas in our
· community.
Sincerely your:.s,

Signature Deleted
c.
CLC/jlw

nonway

•

LOCAL UNION No. 1500

Lmb: 1!irofi!.erl!x.lltb: of <!}arp.e:n:f.ercS nnb:

:tfoin:.er= of ~m.eri.nt

INSTITUTED AUGUST 12, 1881

AL.WAYS DEMAND THE L.AEIEL.

~ 61

PALATKA, FLA., -*''~lgd;.!"""'CC-+l,h~28g.__ _ _ _ _ _ _ , 19--68-

"·1odel City Planni:11g Grant CorrL.rnittee
Drm.Jer 1100
City Of Palatka, Florida

Dear

•

'rc.

Chairman:

Enclosed here-vrith j_s information submitted by Carpenters Local
Union 4f1500, A.:.'G"'L-CIO of Palatka, Florida as requested by your
Committee and approved by t he members hip . You are hereby
authorized to use t his information in the 1odel City Planning
Grant Application to be submitted for approval by the Regional
Federal Authorities.
This is to inform y ou of additiona.l hardships on and excessive
traveling cost of the members of Carpenters Locar#1500
flYL-CIO of Palatka, Florida. These men mus t travel about 70
miles per day or 350 miles per Heek , to 1.rork on the Ureka Lock
in Iarion County, due to the lack of employruent in this district.
At this time some .35 1-rorkors are making this trip each day.
Let me assure you and your Corr~ittee that we endorse the
filing of a Planning Grant Applicatio n . If v.re can be of any
further service to you, please c ~ll upon us.
Very

t~y

yours,

Signature Deleted

Signature Deleted
Acting Recording
Carpenters Loca

q

:Four -wrir-RepreseiitPaiati~a
At N odel C~.tv Confere:nce
.

el

' Four dtj.• officials wm represN\t bRma, J:it.Lori"la, Gt:.'-Orgia, Kentulk;y:; plaiued. It indudes infm.'1natii1n and
Palatlm. a.t the reg·ional confc.::en\~-e ,.M:J.ssb:~ippi, North carolina, South! instructions on how· .to den~lop a
pn ;;1od~l c.ities _?f t.he Dep~u·tme11t. 1 Ca olina ''tnd Tennessee.
! proposal and a)Jpl! 1or p!mmiug
of .n.o:.1s1ng and t ,r})n..n Dev\'wpment
1 funds; wlult conshiut!~S a model
in Atlai'tta, Wedne~day af!i.=rnoon.
Edward R. Baxter, regjmut.l .ad-! neighbor1w<Hi area; program stanrlI\·I3ym· E. L Wallwr, Comrr.i~l'i011 · nli·ni[;trnto.r for RUD, 110t.ed the 1 at'ds; Fedt>ral financial .aid ; plsner H:u-n. ~ro?n:l, City ~\1.arwger model clUes progn;tm is now offk.i- n_ing :a:Hl devcktiliug .? cmnpreheulbrolrl W1llmms and .F'nmk Crah- . }l· ;,
, .. ·,.":.:
·r
...
• ; .. ! :;1ve ·m ty demon_stranon y~ogram;
tree, !111>\fl.agt~r of the Pala.ka Hnus .. l "- .y "Ll bt.oL~J~;S.'.i .alJ.,.1 .hat cn,e~, i an~l an ~Pl'H:!lldJx e.nm a nun:.; the

I

l

i

l

·f n;; Aut!Ibri(y,. .left Hil<.; ;:(ft~.r:n:Jml! mas bcs'in t{} opply for Jlll.Umil1g nwrld cHit~H l~p;jsl~tion ~wd ih~
·and will .t·etm·u to I' ~ilatka w(~tb.Jes-~ fund,>.
·
I kinds of activities that might. be'
1

ilay· night.
·
.
•
l indu~led i11 a t.'ity de.monst.ration
. '\':l"'l,.,rr"""
h"'~ b"·'"l m"' 11 p,_..,, ,.1 .., .. ,. I !I'lu~ st:.uular.ds aud oOu~r upphca·lI nro.,....am.
!'"....
..
1
' oos&ib1e ''model dty" for tl:e RUD !Hou data al'e contained ln a 51· 1
_
.;r ,
• •
, prog:n un. It is one or fom· Florida , pag£~ hook entitled, ·'Improving the
Un-der,.r the r~O\,e-1 ~~ties pro· j
1
1
1cities otl the Il.st, ·which contai:~s Quality Qf Urban Lnc - A Pro-! grar~~- . R;l) '; 11 fll'?\rtae_ grants
~ the names of cittes ?.J' over t1H>o gr:,m Gui.£11~ to .:'IJGdd Neighiror- ! !o cm~s •.or p1aruun~ ana carry-:
: United States thfl.t ha.n e><p;·cssed l hnods a11d Dcmon~tratiot1 Cii.ies." • wg out a prog1·am .that conccn· •
&n interest in becoming a modell The "lw<fk i: del:iigue 1t for use by trates a enordino ted nmge of :
, t.

~"'~ ..

p,;

.....~""

\.;{., .. &.

......... l< .lVLJ.\..\\

(,~1")

~

('.l!

~

I

I

I
I

vffkiah; inten:~sicrl in apply~ :F'edQraJ., State art~i loca1 rC'r;.ourc- 1
'· T'oo re·g1ona1 confcrenc~ 5.~ e~-1 ing for mode.! diics aid, .Baxter ex- cs, jncluding pri\•a.te as well as.
cit\.\'.

.

l puhHc

) Pt-~ted< to dnt.w offida.lz from. Ahl.· i
· ·.
l
~--·----

·--

-·-~-----·-- ·----·-·---

---

·

l

public, on a spec:iik hrtrd-c.or<>
m~ighborhood to demonstrate \Vay.s "in which the ::;odal,
: physical and economie problems
o.f . the lX:'Dpl£> ]n that neighborhood can be ;.:.oJved or sub::.-i:anti-

~-------- ---~-----------. --._ -~poverty

·

·

·

' aUy alleviated. :m.JD has an appropriath:m. of $11 million ·for
planning grants for t:re current
yea.t", ending June 30, 196'7.
i

''ROD is no\v .ready to rc:view ·
they are
submij.ted," Baxter said. ';H\IW· :
: e:ver; tt>Js <~oes not mean that :
thev will be annrove·J. on a flrst- '
cor;1e,
fiTst:s(·rved basis. We
want to make sure t!u. . t cities of
all sizes and fron .an parts of

appli~•atons as soon as

the nation havo an. opportunity
to apply, particulariy ·from the
entire eight-state area of Region
III. Tha.t is 1vhy, in tJ1e plan-'
ning application stag<~.
we are:

· p1aeing more emphasis on such,
elements as understandin:: the
1 n&.."'Cls o-f the sugg~~;ted nt"-ighborhooo and its residents, and. , the
commitn:ent and ability of the
city to car·ry out a model cities
pmgram, rather than an elabor'

ate cornplicated pr.op;Jsa1."
, •
1
..
·
:./"'Lt.?_~

I

•

I
. The Citizens • Advisory Commit-, programs. Under the Model City
tee for federal programs 1n which phLn, local funds !or martch.ing fedthe City of PaJatka may become eraJ funds would be at a minimum.
. engaged ha.s set the target area for
The Citizens' Advisory Committhe proposed Model City projeot.
tee, charged with the responsibility
_,..
~~ 1\
of recommending the target area,
, The group, mu.ue up w. ~1 ap' pointees, outlined the area at a ?~--
' workshop session Monday night. !
Next week, they will take up a sec- i
ond part of the work necessary for '
making recommendation to . the
City Commission. ·
A rough ouiJlllne ·of the target

area was :
An area. running roughly north
from the River along Eagle Street
·to Ninth Street; West along Nint h
I Street to Wapalaw Street; north on
Wa.palaw to the city llmit.s and
Northwest to intersect Dunham
1 then South on 20th and 19th to Oak
l Street; East on Oak to 13th Street:
· south on 13th and South 15th out
· Twig1g to MoseleY then enclosing ·
Ravine Gardens east back to the
river and along the river to the
pof.Dt of beginning.
'I

I

Selection of an area. is part· of
, the work necessary for the appll- i
cation which the City of Palatl"-,a,
will make to the Department of
1 Housing and Urban
pevelopmeni,
.if the City proceeds with the appll- •
, cation.
.
' At a public m€e-t ng, Feb. 13, rep.
resentatives of various groups and
agencies · agreed

that

Paiaih"'a

should · go ahead with preparation
for making the application and then
at a. la·ter meeting dec~de whether
or not to file the application.
' The Model City program has been
1 proposed to hclr> 70 cities in the ,
1 Uniten Stat.es bring themselves :t j
new look through variou.; 1ederal :

l

'
1s composed of: Robert L. Brltt, ;
chairman, c. E. Beckler, FTank
Boutwell, Fred Brooks, Dr. J. A. '
Long, H. H. White, Harold Watts,
Terry Pacetti, Ed s . Clark, Mrs.
,,
(Continued on page Two)

Modet:--Cftv

t'Continued from pai~ 1) ,
Flossie Dixon. T. H. Jacoway, Har1)..-y Stelts, C. :Milton Carter, E. R.
Williams, Mrs. Fenton Moni .. 0 .
C. Hendet·son. Keith Steen; C. J.
Mathews, 1\1rs. C. :0. Davis. J·r ..
tChnck Linton, James Price. Arthur
;Rideo'..t t. :Mrs. Eunice Cloud. Hugh..:
fey Paig-e, Bill Germany. Mrs. Marjorie McClain a.nd Paul Hegc.
1
The CommPn~ty AC'tion Program
!committee will make a survey re1nuired for the Model City anplication. the CAP board agreed at a
meet.ing Thursclay.
The schooL<; have received ma' telial for making a survey of
iSChC{)l

children.

Eleven million ::lolla1·s have been
appropriated b:v Congress for model
·cit:v planning. Funds for programs
must be ?.ppropriated although .
some $924 million ha- been allocated for the model cities program.
Pa1at.ka js one of tlu-ee cities in
Florida under consideration.
A. Model €1ty program would be
administered under the City Commission or a board' named by t.hem.
.
~-/-~'}
.
1

-

PICTURE ON FOLLOWlliG PAGE

n

Co1nm~ssi

n
To TaU< of

el (tty'
The Palatka City Commission·
considGr m.a.kL11.g appli~:-ation
tM1.dJ?:r th<> "m\Jdel city'' program

'"'m

of the fed~7:r.al ~.N\7-l'i!l:ment.

Tlle po...<>.Si:hi.11ty of PaJa.tka en-·
t.e1ing into suoh an application
·bas b.:";·.:>·n undt>L disci.t~ston for
some timt:·. It ·w··a8 t.he oiuy ·m..all
city in F'l<n1da \Yh:i.ch had jnd~cat
ed L'1.t<>resi: 5n t."l& model city program before f,h-e 1i!aniQnal progl•rtm '\\''as authorized in Janu·

ary.

Also on the agc~nda will be n.a.m·
ing the fire st..ctuc.n which ·will
be er,'"cted on North Eleventh
Stroot behveen St. Joh.ns Avenue
and Reid Stn~et. Firemen h..av-e
asked that it be n·a med aftc•r !<.1ike
Philips, volunteer chiJ?o! fO'r 0'\'er
4..0 years. Alnong other items will

be bid~. on th·~ f.en>0e for t.he gar~
b~f!'~ cuspo[;aJ. <lite, .~. lHh St.;
· btas Crt two traet~lrs, one for rhe

. City lot and the other for the

golf course and bids on tr.r<2e
pollee cars
/
'
1
Boy Scouts w·m !A~ Dl~:;e:nt to- i

.

/ n1g:h1 U) take part in th.e m(?(lting ~
i a.-45 pa:rt of the observance of ':'la- ·
I tional Boy Scout We<>k. The
I young·:;ters were guests of the .
'l1.'>'mmJ~ion at the Tovrn
lrou.se today a1t lull'Cheon.
j '

I City

' ·-----

""Ill6_71

With' a vote o.f four · to one.
Cameron dissenting. the Palat.ka Oity Com- '
mission last night agreed to have;
Ci.ty Manager Harold Williams
',proceed to set up the necessary
activity to make ~ppr cation for
Palatka to hecome a 1\fodel City
under the HUD Federal program.'

ICommissioner Toby

Cameron said he ctid not tmderstand all that was entailed in such
an application and felt none of
the commissione1~s· "·a.'s . \vell'
enough versed in ail the ram.i.fi-·
~atio~ ~f the program to enter ·
mto 1t \Vlthout further study.
·

.
I

Part of the plans Ior makin.£'
he for:nal application will requ·i re
the c1ty manager to hold joint
:z:-:eetings with practically the enttre community. The first of such
meetings will be with the Citizen!';
Advisory Committee on Mondav .
n~ght, Feb. 13, when the plan
will be presented fcxr further ·
w~rk, study and :planning. Frank 1
1Crabtree, Housmg Authority 1
manager pointed out that it wouJd
require the city a rmmmum of ;
two and one hall months to compile the application. Deadlin~e for;
the application is May 1.
·

I

Under a plan sub~itted by the
P~atka Housing Authority, the
C1~ of Palatka may complete
pavmg streets within the low rent
housing project and connect ~ith
streets . leading from the area by
borrowrng money from the au- ·
funds
thoPity's
de,·elopment
with?':llt the city issuing revenu~
certiflCates. according to City ·
Attorney E. L. Eastmoore. TI1e
money would be repa.id in a lon o. range program a low rate il~
· tere t.
·
~

; Eastmoore's opinion was based
1on inlorn1ation presented at last
·night's City Commission meeting.
F1:ank Crabtree, Housing . Au·
thonty Manager, said the only
.funds incumbered would be a
·percentage of the "rents in lieu
:of ta...,.es" payments made to the !
fcity lrom the rental of the units
'in the project. Estimated cost ·
not including the exten ions ne~·
cessary to tie the pavinO' in \Vith
present city streets, w~ put at
$135,000. The exiensions \Vould
cost ai_>proximately $18,000 more,
~cco1'<lmg to Ci·ty Manager Will-

Iams.

Tl~e pmgram became more'
realistic when it was suggested
that the county, might also relinquish its part of the rents receiv-·
er to support the paving program.
Commis ioners Dave Broadway
and Toby Cameron were appodnted as a conunittee· t'o determine
the. c unty's positi·on ·on , the .pl"'P ·ed project.

Col. William Payne, conun·an~
der of the Palatka W1it, National
Guard, proposed that the city
pave a paJ:king .a rea at the armory ·n exohalllge ior free rental o! the armory for the city's
recreational activities now held
there and are budgeted in the
qi ty· s progn:am.
Williams estimated the cost o!
approximately $2,800 could be reIfunded
tl1e city in about two years.
Presently there are from 30 to 36
times a year the armory is rented
by the City at a cost o.t around
$30 each time. Commissioners a- :
greed to the proposal with .the
\VOrk begin done On the basis of
availablily of equipment and
crews. At the same ttime the parl.::ing .area \>,:ill eliminate the blind
spot at the corner of Twigg and
Moseley, due to ca rs being parked in front of the Armory.
Commissioners authorized Mayor E. L. Walker and Commissioner J. C. Godwin, Civic Beautification Committee, to attend
, the presentation. o! PalaU~a--s·
beautiikation a\'\'ard in Wa5hington. The commission accep teq
low bids, subject to the equipment conm1ittee's study and ap·.
proval, for t\vo tractors for the
golf course and city lot, Florida
Truck and Tractor was apparent
low bidder at $4.621. Hickenlooper
Motors was apparent low bidde-r '
for three police cars a t $5,156;
~orge C. Cole, Jacksonville, apparentl. bid low for the fence at 1
the city dum;p at $1,080.
·

I

. Cc.mrrJsslcners G.:pproved the r ·
commendation of the city manager ra· ing the rank of two police
officers, Carl Moody, from lieutenant to captain and Dave Walk-,
cr frorn sergeant to lieutenanl,
a1 o t\\'o other ollicf'r , .John
\Vood1 ·uff ancl A. \'. B<'lChf'r, who
h~ ,.,.,

been advaGl.ced to JOTP.Ol'al
. ~/lf;jS '1

Iratini•

)

Balatkans will have an oppor.
biunty tO'nig-ht to learn what be-

coming a "Model City" can mean
for the community. ·

I

The City .Commi~ ion has call
ed a meeting for 7:30 p.m. in the
Civic Center to make a formal
' presentation o! the proposed Mo·
del City Progvam for which the
city commissioners are contem. plating making an application .

I

City Manager Ha1·old Williams·
said tooay that all' of the appoint·
ed boards of the City o! Palatka·
and representatives of business
·groups, civic clubs and religious
organizations are asked to be
p esent.
Some $925 million has been ap·
prop!li.atf'd by the Fedm~al government for the model city pro·
gram which not over 70 cities
throughout the country may be- ·
come models !tor others to fol-·
low. Palat~a was the first small
city ~howing an interest in the
prowam and has been the only
small city in F1orida on the list.
' Frank Crabtree, manager o!
the Palatka Housing Authority
and the Urban Renewal Board,
viewed the program as one in
which the federal government
will be looking for cities which .
come up with new and unique
ideas.
i

He said tbat the program is .
designed to muster all private,
local and federal resources in or-i
der to re-develop and revitalize
a community with the hope of
bringing additional economy. It
is designed to bring about better
job opportunities. better housing
and better bu iness opportunities:·
Crabtree pointed out that the
meeting tonight is not an effort
to "try to sell" the Model Cit·Y
Program to Palatkan , but it is
rm1y afJord an opportunity for a
!presentation so that the City Com· j
mission will know whether or not l
to proceed with work on ·the application.

Continued from page One)
Asked by P i1 Devlin of the Zon'·We arc way out in fron.t," he ing Board about fed<?ral controls
said. ·'we can sit ar.cl wait until that the program •vould hare,
Nearly 100 representatives of 33 the. other cities in Florida car.ch up Crabtree said that · fPderally fipublic boards, public agencies, ·with us or we can 'take the bull · nanced programs are entered into
business and industry turned out by the horns' and go ahead." for a. specific length of time. For
Among citie he mentioned as be- example, he said. tbe local Hous·
last night to hear the model city gi 1 ing to undertake some of the ing Autr.ority will O\\·n the lowpresentation by Palatka city offi- I' progran s which are already under- cost ho~.t~ing now under way at the
way here were Daytona Beach, end ,.,.[ 40 year . When the locl\l
clals.
Jaci.:sonYille. Starke and Sanford. Urban Renewal Board enters into ;
Reassured at several times that
City Manager Harold Williams contract. it will be for three year::;
city officials were not "trying to said that the model city program · and v:hen the project i~ completed
1
sell" the program but only to in- 1 is primarily for the ellmination of "there are no strings attacl".ed.'
slums and bl gh lcd areas and goes In the proposed Heighborhood fact
form the community, those attend- further than urban renewal. It is ity, he said, the on'y string ating gave almost unanimous ap- designed to he p bring about more tached is t he city mttst agree that,
proval to- proceeding with compila- industri?.l deYelopment. boner edu- anyone·, regardless of race, creed,
tion of materfai for the applica- cation a 1d trainmg- fo: employ· may 1se it during the 20-yeat'
tion.
mc~~t. t -' " rr ·· ir.clusperiod of the contrac:~.
Consensus was that after prepa- t:'y to hire lhe newly trained.
In answer to the qt e.:;rion of Gene
ration of the application, which will
Acco:oL ':! lO exptanauoi from O'Connor. Chamber or Commt>rce.
require nearly three months, the ·!ides pre_en ted by Frank Crab- H the program could inc u e a
city would present its findings to tree, manager of the Palatka barge port development, Clly Atthe community at another open Housing Authonty and rxecutiH! torney E. L. Eastmoore .said tha~
meeting when it will be decided 1f dlreclor of the Urban Re 'e" al the program is primarily for .- urn
Palatka should proceed to file the Board, becomil~g a model city
application with the federal Hous- would mean 80 per cent more fed- and blight clcarae.-e but that if it
ing and Urban Development de- eral share of funds for federal pro- could he shown that there would
! partmcnt. _ _____,..- grams . For exarr.ple. a city now be advantages frr.rri it to raise the
matching S1,87;),0ll0 federal fu 1ds social and economic standards of
W. P: Brown, president of the vnth .,'830,000 in local tund:-; . would the people, a barge port might be
1
Chamber of Commerce, summed receive an additional .,704.000 in included.
up the almost two-hour discussion 1 federal funds, thereby rcdt cing the
Represented a the meeting w~re
by stating that the community local share to .~176.000.
the Palatka City Commission. the
1 would be concerned with three
Urban renewar and urban beau- Planning Board, Zonin;t Board
points: The program's philosophy, tification would be under HUD;. Board of Rules ann Appeal1':, Urba~
needs of the plan and how to pay j Head Start a;1d Community Action, Renewal Board, Palatka Hou~ing
for it. He suggested that the vari- under the OH~ce of Economic Op- Authority, Palatka Gas Authority,
ous organizations make themselves J'~O T. ;;ll··· . ?. .,l Y:::c:l' ional Educa- County Commission , School Board,
available to help in "some fashion" tion and Hill-Burton hospitals, un- C_ommittee of 100, Chamber of
in putting together a plan, leaving · u.r. -lC : .C.!, ""':t'..iCfL ~OJ a. d Vel- --~- - - - the philosophy until later.
:::a ·
Commerce, Board of Realtor ... ,
Crabtree pointed out that under Community Action Committee, Bi"We're ready ·and willing," said the program. many project would Racial Committee, Citizen's AdBrown, "to make available what- j be a ·ailable of whtch p'rivate enter- visory Board. Palatka Library
ever manpower and talents we J p ·i<::> ro·.t:cl ·, :·c ad '?.nta g 2 _ . An Board, Palatka Cemetery ar.d
have to assist in gathering mate- obJective of the model city pro- Parks Board , Putr1am County Ba::
rial, reserving for a 1ater date our gtam 1~ r0 invo~ve prh·a e pro- Association, Putnam Counry Medical Association, Automobile D~al
opinion on the philosophy and the grams also, he l'iaid.
financing ."
·
\\'iiliams outlmed the program . ers, oil and petroleum industry,
"We prepare a p an. Tiley r ~he building up ply and contractor.,
ReY. Arthur Rideout, pastor of j
1 elail merchants. 111 nrance underthe First Presbyterian Church, federal agencies 1 • et forth the re- \Vriters, railroads, indus try, Jayquiremen<
..
Then
if we agree, we
added two points to those of
cees, motels, property owners and
Brown: Value in making a sel( have to carry it out An a~ency of seYeral individuals.
, 1
admini
"tration
would
be
nan
ed.
It
study of the community and the
~~~~--2
could
be
the
c1ty
commis
ion
or
value as a demonstration city with
the anticipated number of visitors 1 someone el:-e JlJ.med by the comen route to Disney World in Cen- l mission.
By LORA S. BRITT
Daily News Editor

I
I

I

I

I

!

tral Florida.
Mayor E. L. Walker, who opened
the meeting, said that a model city
program could not be undertaken
1
without the support of the entire
, _community.
"Palatka is in a unique position,"
he said, pointing out that the city
already has a Workable Program,
Urban Renewal legislation, a federal low-cost housing program
underway and code enforcement

I
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APPIWXIMATEL1:'. lOG CITIZENS and civie dub members heat'
th.e mode) dty progt·am expl.aincd dnr.ing a cUi:zen& meeting: at
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n{~y ; Mayor E . L . Walker, and Fr::ml' Crabtree, executive rltredo
of ihe Palatka H.(lUSh<g Anthorit.y.- Daiiy News photo by .Joh.rl

Huher, Jr.

What is t he model (demonstration) city l>rogr a m ? This is the
question that l1as alr eady been asked countless times since the
City of P alatka first announc ed that it was inte rested in making
appliration for this program.
For t he information. 'of: the public the' r epor t on lhe program
issued J a nuary, 1!>6G, by the Department of Housing and Urban ·
Deve'lopment, Washington; ·j-~ given here.
Only 70 cities in the United States will be selected s,1 s model
cities. Alrea dy $11 million has · been appropriated for planning
funds a nd the remainder of the $924 million for planning and ca r rying out the plans during the next four years has been allocated.
Tl1e City of Palatka will proceed with gathering necessary
material for the application and then present it to the community
for consideration before May 1, when the deadline for application
has been set. Palatka is the only small city in F lorida so far
indicating inter est in the model city program. Miami and Tampa
• are the large cities now preparing application folios .
What Is a Comprehensive City Demonstration Program?

It is a program to improve large slum and bligi1ted sections by •
usc of all available Federal aids and local private and public resources to improve the general welfare of people · who live and work
in the areas:
I

What Is Required to Have a Demonstr ation Programf

There are eight requirements to obtain this Federal assistance.
• The local program must be large jn scope, both physically and
socially. It should aim at wiping out or arresting blight and d e~a,..y
in entire sections or neighbo ·hoods. It should increase the supply of
decent housing at low and moderate cost. It should m ake m ad;:scl '
1
progress toward improving the education and ·reducing dise ase ::u~~~
idleness of those who live in slums and blightecl areas . And it sh o~': 'l :
have a sound impact on the entire city.
I

I

• The program must contribute to a well-balanced city. 0 .::!
result must be adequate city-wide facilities. This would include bette·:
schools, tr ansportation and recreation, good access to centers o~
employment, and housing for all income levels .
·
• The program must call for widespread· citizen participation
in all its phases. It should provide jobs and training for those living
in the area, as well as offer social and educational ser vices to the _

poor and disadvantaged living there .
• The program must be assured of enough local r esources to
reacll completion on schedule .
'
• ·The program must be supportea by all local government
· units concerned. Local agencies to he n olved must shOW their
intent to cGopero.te l'llth tne city government so that the program
1
will be car ried out with complete coordination .
.. • The program must assure that those displaced ·bY ret1ewal
efforts will be satis actorily relocated.
• Tl1e program will assure full opportunity in choice of housing 1
for an citizens .
.
·
• The program will meet such other rrquirements a~ ~h e SeCfft,·
tary ~J. ~ll call for to ca_:TY __out ~he purpose~. of the Act.1J../) 5/;f.o•/ '

CONTINUED
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el ·city

(Continued from page
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What Other Factors M 1st
Be Considered?

agency or · agencies combined to!
get.I1e1~ to carry out the program.

The Secretary must make five
Will Other Federal Agencies
added judgments in determining
Cooperate?
whether the program should be
Yes . The Act requires the Secre- ,
approved for a city. They are:
tary to consult with other Federal '
departments and agencies on all
• He must make sure that local aspects involving Federal .grantlaws and other local requirements in-aid programs. He will do this ·
are consistent with program goals.
before making a commitment for
• He must be certain that the grants for city demonstration proprogram will apply high standards grams .
..., J,~/
of design and not destroy existing
.,.r,//..;/f-7
natural, historical or cultural
characteristics.
• He must dec'de that costs are
held down by use of the best build,ing methods, materials and design.
• He must make s·ure that th.e
program will reduce housing segregation by race and income levels.
• He must see to it that the
program fits in well with comprehensive planning for ·the entire
metropolitan or urban area.
· What Amount of Federal Aid Can
the City Get ·' for Planning the
Program?

The secretary can pay the city's
' demonstration agency 90 pe ·cent
of the costs of planning and developing the program.
After Program Approval, What J
Amount of Federal Aid Can Be
Ob tained ?

Grants will be available to meet
· 80 percent of the costs of administel'ing the . program. In addition, a
·grant up to 80 percent of the required local share of the cost of
projects or activities assisted by
Federal grants-in-aid will be avail·able to help carry out all the projects or activities included as part
of the program. There are safeguards · to assure that a city cannot take advan tage of this Federal
aid program by cutting down on
its level of expenditures on activities similar to those assisted in the
demonstration program ..
What Agency Administers the
Program?

A locality designates its own
IDemonstration
Agency to coordinate the program. The agency applies for a grant to plan the program. When the plan is approved
the agency carries out the program.
The agency can be an existing

~
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Civi Affairs Co •t e
0 ays Model Ci y ~an

~xperl&J th~

l·.

Members of the civic a.rta1rs from personal
1acommittee of the Chamber of com- ~lart:kia was behind in achieving the
merce voted last night to recom- things other cities had a.ccompllshmend to the bow of directors of ed and that "the attitude against
the Chamber that they support the improving was responsible tor the .
City of Palatka's efforts to be nom- situaJtion which had been present .
inated for the Model City Program. for 50 years." He sad he knew
'because he had lived here that
City Manager Harold Williams long. Judge Revels favored the
, told the group that . much of the [ group participating because there
necessary infonnation for the ap- would be no other way 1n which
plication to the federal agency the corrununity could expend the.
handellng the projeot had been money necessary to bring it up to
complied but that there was other standard, and he :POinted out that
information needed and the work whether Palatka entered into the
had to be done and the necessary p:·ogram or not, it would sti11 be
information for completion of the paytllg far the Model City program_
application must be in agency'.3 for .§01)}~ other city ·to enjoY..
.,
1 _hands by _May 1.
- . ·
·
. ··
·
· Discussion centered a r o u n d·
whether the City Commissioner.>,
were for or against the proposed1
program. Commissioners H a r ·r y
Brown and Toby Cameron, who
were present, .said they·feared the _
loss of rights h1 permitting the Government to participate in a project covering as much of the city.
Brown 'read excepts from the Fed-'
eral ·om which ind.icated a Federal

• -~~;t;;;.~;;~~;:'

·The Committee of 100 voted cation, and the subsequent dis:~

Frank George, ·committee of
100 chairman, said this is part
ties in Florida and the indication of the Committee's work in com·
that Federal agencies would con· pleting goals set at the begintinue the program next year, ning of the year to "clear up
Committee members felt the our own bark yards," a program
program should be pusht>d with which George feels is necessary
thP view of [-.ecuring such a prO]· in the Committee's continuing
efforts· to· attract new industry
ect for Palatka.
--, and expan~ 'tlte. economy of the
' area.
! Application for the first funding of such programs did not
meet city commission approval
· and the application by Palatka,
in its final _ stag~s. _ was killed
at the last minute. While th~
, Committee of 100 did not offi·
· cially approve the original ap. plication, some ·of its membership favored and worked for the
completion of the project.
They indicated that many of
the needed improvements for
Palatka cannot be \>btained unless some of the tax dollars already spent can be returned by
the Federal agencies, in the
form of such grants to accom. plish the improvements.

irxterested in supervising a project · Monday to endorse an apphca- tribution of funds to other coun-

for which it had supplied funds , tion by the City of Palatka for
' and that the people would h:we the participation in the Model City
opportunity of knowing what would program if, and when, funcls
be controlled when and if they ap. 1 bEcom~ ;,vailable by the Fed·
proved the application.
·
eral Agencies.
.. T.. A.-. p B R
1a id h kn w
~fter the City's failure earli~r
~ ....~e ~ • eve sa
e e
th1s· year to enter an an appli-

I

l'

0
Members of the 'civic Beautifi· pr_ogr~m and the Model City apcation Committee will have an pllcat10n.
'3-:2..<1-{,1
opportunity Monday after?~n . to ------ -----'---..e.-list some- of the beaut1f1catJOn
net"d~ Jor P~lctH~a when Ft':lllk .
Crabtrc~,

I

\vlu

L·

prt"tJ!lring ~

Iodel Cry ~pprca ion,
\\-ith tl em at 4 p.m.

meets

a

CrabtTee said today that part of
the aon!lcation fo!' t_l-)e Federal
g~:a!!t -:!:nvolv·cs the beaut!ilcalion

\\'ficil C.h c 1 1 -<-~ ~t h ,::r.t u. High10le ldt by the: : -e ,, 1vay :&J..
•
'Th~::a.tre ii e. 1 lw · likt: a nti.'-.. . ·1
Ci~r _tlo·, ltl ztCqu ~ tha h"'langl~
ing tooth.
1 at . ' JI'·"t' Lak~ Dnve, PJ·ospee:t
:trrPt ii:ld Campbell Str(>et, tear'1'h.is 1« Oil!" or "- m 1mhe,.. f'f .U1t; down existing buildings and
~'..!._ge!.tlons tha.!: a Pa'r'.athcu'-. : I!l2.kL'1g a park for th.:!.t area·
!11S c!fc.!cC. L t!!e F.:l~t.I.r~ n~!
Wide.."l a.-:d r-eV3..."!1!) Rive!" St.
~ew!; ~p!!.i~ ro. !!!:d. ~t!t ro~e : ~-o:n !...atl!'.el a 15fr.. St:eet v!-Jch
c! t!--e !c~ t!!.:!t !"e!.~~ts !'!:::t'e · 10uld '!"e!2.eve sa..~e cf tl:e tn.f.
1
'H'hlch eou!d 'M i!!.c.o~!"~ i.l'l fice preble!'!".$ on Cri..ll.
·
tha Model City a plication t..Jw
Clean up and pave the parking
('i(y of P:ll, fk:t i:;; c:on idf'rin:;.
lot at Second StrePt and Roid St.
':lt.e -~-.Titer f t.n: 1 Lt r. ;·.-no CEdi or' ~ 1-o e: T.his is priya e

Ge-t somc-cne to do somcrh i .g

I

of 'Jrban areas and he as~ed for
a meeting Wlth the co:mm1ttee to
obtain recommendations and sug· \
gestions.
.
Mls. Robert L. Britt. chairm~11. R:.lid tiJ;H the- com itlE-e
i~·a..; ;,l ca y . dkuuLc:d t0 h · ·e
a tr~:-t: ~s~::--.0~ :l\io""::ia;. t fo::;J1"J ..

\'i(h tl e

I
I

I

lal:~ pi~~~ for -;-,ide:r par'Lict:pcri:i~n

of orgarJzations a.•d a gene es m.
bea'l:tiftcation program

Pa1atka.'
f

J'

th(' ('nmin~

lnrlfl\'

klal ed

lh:-~1

\UUl

.\'1':11' . •

mrp,l-)cr·

lH' <l'kt rt

r·rHll~"

pn•

su.;gest!on.s J.or tlll3

-~~ }~e~~ ~.lt~~e~ pre~·.)~ St;)~ ~;~i':'~

1

tnc-:..~-:-r.:c:

s!i.oil.ld he brighter street
light r,n Cr,l! .\\vntlP. fr,Jn thP
r;lilrP.\ 1 II\ PtJ>i-l • 111 l';tiJ 1 ,,.,..
llUe. 'll h..'Ok.3 like a \ ill<~g-e

•
l

1

y
placed aro mel ~,o p 'OPk can sit
while tables are · 1 1.1sc.
• Get rid of the run-down
house in and around the city.
Build a county housing project
for tile- colored and wlde, elcclricity and water furnished, :-::J5
a month. with electric stove and
refris-erator furnished. Have a
~~0 fix-up fund, so if a famil ·
moves, . it tal-es care of paint and
~o on to get it reach' for npw
tt·ll:ltlL. For Pi

r~:ons

h \ tng uirl'

!'l-ul:tls to I ,·t"p ll1r111 P• it t'r-d.
i.•.cJ liP 0' ilU\c lltrttl luu1 cin\'.11
&: a lLill·Ciu\111, U11 p lulcd liGlEC'
:-vull: Lite l't-.:;t. 'l'llt'J'c '·itt f1bo

be le s fire: with bel.tt;t' ltou:it ·· .'

•

Keep along Il!e railroad::;

1 cleaned up and make the scenery
"We h~ve moved a~·ound 2. lot," thrcugh P2.lat!-:a diffe_·ent 2s t!~e

~-ork .

£!!e said, ·'a.:!!d ~e ~ee S!113.ll and
large cities a...'t'ld towns." Here are
her suggestions:
• To start with the Memorial
Bridge needs to be painted and
the ·helter cleaned and kept
:-.pullr '""• a it is a gateway Lu
~:::

i f -:;:) ti:a r.:'lt:;" oZ Ca1:.tt;~~
_:.,;~=--~ l:;t~. is ::~":l'E':l .:~ ~1::!~
:;;z.::C. .:2 C:rtii J:'. ·, ~:::;,:-:. ~ 't is

o

:ius ico dark ar.d spoot:ie to tak
1 1e childr.-n to 'pia." in The cool
Th

h.!. · krlh~ll

lha -,I.,dd City

fll~:t•l.

sce:ery fro:!!1 :pa~-~ngcr car Wi!1dors i.s the same woods, s'\aups,
low land. weeds, shacks and unkept yards.
• Fix .u p or widen River St.;
asph lt the roads outh of River
SLr . . el, and .stup all the s· nd
lr=: ,;(:.~:i ,j:,~ i::l· ti~~ ]r-;; ~;:!l"
'= ~t~ :ra~:-~ .. i '::-cs: ·- r. c;=~::
~~':i::C:~sh in .s·;,-a:4;:p or lc-;-,

H

Sil,

1,, 'I'll•· l·~lif•ll'. l';ll:dl.a
Dail · 1 ' ew , llo.\. i77.
\1

.-jf,,

s

e

Widening River Street, . clea'ning
up of Memorial Bridg·e and preYenting any except authorized per. sons in city and county dumps arc
among some of the suggestions
that a rc3ident of Palatka has '
made in the Model City Suggestions Program being conducted by ~
the Palatka Daily Nev. s.
i
I
The suggestions will be turned
over to City Manager Harold Williams and Frank Crabtree, Urba1 :
RPnewal director. who are work- ·
iug on an applic~liion fot· P~lall-.:!ll
1
Jfi
- 1\Jl.!tl 'it.v. A iul1111H~r of r-.ttii,·
, g c ~.tiOit. 11 \' c he-en c<> ··c-1, ~ b~ tlle
J Daily Naw.s.
1
1 T11e re::.ident. who preferred to
1 ern a in unidentified in print, said
that her husband is in construction

-,,z.y ~ i.~:t~.~•~ C'zC.ti-;o.
••men co-ui<i &e ii<ccrp-o:;:-A-tea i:u. .

c~

Tne.~.·e

el
ti

I

1
air and en~ ;;"th~ -;o~e':fcom.
pany. Make everyone clean their
yards of all trash and make th&
tra hmen take it off. A con s~'l ni
batle on mosquitoes is needec!.
• Keep the cemeteries cbm·
ed, mowed and sprinkler sy3tccn:J
to l~ccp grass green . .
·
• Wllen stray dogs are picked
np, have a place to keep t;~cm
for five d:1ys then put into a ::·.~e
cial pen to be sold for ~3. Tl, -···e
a ·e lots of chilclrcn all(l co~1p\.s.
f1Jd :11 () ,\ Od11 ~, \\ liO \~f11dtl ]OI • a
p.-1 litt t::l• 'I affucd a nt ·II ·it' l ., . .
'nli.·. ''·1.\' Ute\' ,- c.~~t~l ~ "' :, '·• ~
an l a ·n' td lo i~,·~: , pet ·vtrld ·;u
pic;~.]~in 611l on~.~

_!'lc:, anl"-d

La.

- I

I

·

.
.
A scenic drive along the rive1··

L\ - 4-~r-f
1
The gundstands at the football,

.
someone

•'Several years . ago
front is one of .the suggestions .! printed the suggestion for a seen·
-made by Mrs . W. E.· Takken, . ic drive along the riverfront",
1100 S. 15th St., · in the Model !I "·'r:ote Mrs. Takken. "At least the
City Suggestion . Program unde.r- dr1ve could extend from · Do~ge
way by the Pa1~tka Daily News. 1 and around · to the road bes1de
Mrs. Takken's letter is one or a i the drainage canal up into the
number which . have· been receiv· Ravine Gardens. The canal road
ed from citizens tho are offering is now beautiful and an area of
ideas for improving Palatka and native flora caypets · of violets,
· perhaps 'fo'r inclusion in the Mod- banks of roses,
swamps · of cyel City application which the City pre s and maple and bayou o(
o! , Palatka is preparing.
\ dockweed looking like verdant
lawns.
·
.
~
-- -

fields and baseball fields should
be put to use instead of the pre- .
sent fil~hy. misuse. Concerning ·
the ·Ravme .Gardens. :
\
..
. . ._ ; 1· cr · •• a
· ,
~bAt Swmo ~o bn?te,Br~lmo\f: '
gar age can e 0 ~ 1 • Ul d up '
the south bank be ow, and rna ·e
stPps ~or peo~le to go. d~wn ~~
the stream: (11:e t\vo fl~e. t ,do,...
woo~s are bc1ng destroyed -by
eroswn.) . . .
.
· ·
• Raise the water leveh r~.t
the tno dams to deepen the poo13.
1
of this ya·lcv and make the 1\c-st
pool lon"" an~l n·3.l' ~·ow rather. than
' wide and mud flats: · · ·.

I

1

I

I
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Editorials
Cit

• Cover the spillway goin~ to :
waiC'I' works pipe'S.
• Ex!,·Jtd llt•J p;J J} :1l th , t"):l '
c[

u

THE MANY SUGGESTIONS that have been
-- mi1de for ways in which Palatka might become a·
. lV!odel City indicat-e at least two important things
1 about Palatkans.
They ar~ eriously concerned about the improvement of their city and the~r obvious, ly have given their suggestions considerable thougl1t.

thoughtfulness ·of the letters r~eh·oo hi
the 'Model City Suggestion Program ha.s conveyed the
interest that the residents of Palatka. have in their
dty·. Every let er received ha: been . igned, anot her
indkation of the sincerety and the interest of the

The

writer.
It is weil for anv community when it.~ citizens
can take an objective vie·w of it and offe suggestions and ideas free of complaint for the people who
carnr on the municipality'~'{ or-m·ation .. Thi., Palatkan:; are doing in the suggestion prog-ram. From
these suggestions . hould come action that v/11 h~lp
Palatka move fonva.rd more rapidly.
'1- f. _I. i.

!~

mc.'dY
• At

pl::tc-e

],,, _,·u:hl

I!I<'

'lu ·('," .~ c itjJ t i~ •
fl.l\S nc:>·. L l,J lhc' LitCl::-.-~ .
wi~

lit:l!,c

('U

t\'r•J t•

if•nt· parlJng lor ~·p 11~ ral can,
scats and p2rhaps table·, too.
,
• Where lhe third sw\.nging .1
· bridge usGd to ·be. m~ke a ~c-l~d
b!·idge, pre.ferab1
a Jap2.l'~s~.
humPed bridze. anQ mal~e step!
up tl1P. banks- to the trails .
·
i
• Stop !'he Y\·asi1onts with trash

Some of the suggestions a.1'e not neces"'a-rily
material for the Model City program. but '<mes that
should be in effect even now. T11ese are the ones
to which the community can turn its attention e ·en
· if a Model City application is not filed, or if it
· fails to gain approvaL
A modern theatre, an up-dat.ed rai ro?..<l :tati'on,
iinprovements in tbe Ravines - this city's main attraction more .shade trees in the City Park, ·
faster removal of dilapidated hou es, a clean up of
:Memorial Bridge, betrer hand ing of stray dog and .
more· lighting on Crill Avenue are among some of
the suggesti'ons made which could be accompli, hed
without Palatka being a Model City. This i not t.o
:a3· that the City of Palatka would carry out an \
1
M these program~ immediately or alone. Some of the •
pr6jeets necessitate Hie cooperation 'Of private enterprise, individuals and organizations.
1

1lie- S . \\'. \' h".'

h::taiJ.1iii'2 \\

noL

and · ca tcl1

ju:;t ;:an<.l

them ,

'hen . mall.
~ Fui: a· n.1slic bridge cvc=r ihe
.strza.."TI bclclr' ti1c;- G~lf Ci~:o
;-;G~re ~h~ :;1~n trail cr:-s~~ ..
.mori::: the bo.na.n<l. tree~.
.
~-Instead of the three i.lSilaliy
!:'f'urnmy pools .1rr · tl1f' Court of ,
St<tl~'"·

1

h:.t

'P

r

;~,.)

110

,.l ·"h- <:·, :1;:1 " 1' . .rh1
~

I

rto r~itecit

.

·the

p()()l_.

1n"t

mil'l.'0t' P'JOl
- ~

obelis-k: - Childrenl

rW~l ~va.~t this as a wadding pool. 1

1

o Rcl':1ove the shabby wooden
' gate :post at the exit of the Ra· ·
vine and replace it with a hand- .
some arrangement of · ornamenI tals instead, with flower beds
I •
.
111 season.
• Have shrubbery along south
swimming pool building wall.
·
• .Put in some permanent 1
sprinklers for flower beds around '
formal _gardens.
. 1
• Have an
attractive stone 1
sign in the center o! the entrance '
parking area boundary welcom·
ing everyone to the Ravine Gar·
dens. I suggest stone because it
is the material originally chosen
to grace the gardens.
. • Just forget about the · pool
and rock-garden beside the Civic
Center because
vandals won't
leave it alone.
• Landscape the area where
the waterworks and ravines join.
If you, too,
have some ideas
or
suggestion to make, send ft
to· The Editor, Palatka Daily
News, Box 777., Palatka. Please
sign your name, but it will be
withheld ~·in printing if you -so

the

,
I

I

a

'-1- .J. Lj -lJ]
A citizens' meeting on the
application of Palatk<1 as a Model City will be held Tuesday,
1:30 p.m., at the C1vic Center,
City Manager Harold Williams
s<1id today. .
·
The City Commission will
. meet in the afternoon at 2 p.
m. to draw up the resolution
asking that Palatka lJe includej
among some 70 citie& in the
linited States whi<.h would be
· cteclared a Model City under
tne Department of Eousing and
Urban Development.
Williams said that the application must be completed by
April 28 · in order that it be
Sllbrnitted by the deadlin~, ·
May ~The meeting ton:orrow night 1
w~ll aiford the public an opportunity to give approval. At
· rhe open meeting FEb. 14, over ·100 representatives of 33
Plll;>lic_ b_o ard, agencies, of busi-

ness <md industry ugreed t o
rr1ake available ma!ipower and
t.:tlents to assist in gathering
material. Since then, the Mod<-'! City application has been
approved by the Chamber of
Commerce and tte Citizens'
Advisory Committee .

J:<,rank Crabtree, Urban Renewal manager, and Williams
lwve been preparing the appli
cation .with the aso.:istance of
various groups, including the
Community Action Program,
whicl.1 have gathered informa·
tivn tor the survey.
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An. Examination Of The Histor:Cal Growth
Since 1860 And The Characteristics Of ·
·Paiatka 1s Present Day Citizens With A
Proiection Into The Future •

..

POPULATION GROWTH AND CHARACTERISTICS
'GROWTH TRENDS, CITY OF PALATKA

Palatka is one of the oldest cities in the State of Floridao Incorporated in 1851, it
was the sixth largest city in the State after Jacksonville, Pensacola, Key West, St o
Augustine, and Tallahasseeo Prior to the Civil War, Palatka was a small community
revolving around the milling of cypress logs.

Following the Civil War, the port fa- .

cility of Palatka became one of the most active along the East Coast and the I itt I e
community began a period of rapid growtho The twenty-year period from 1870 to
1890 was the greatest growth period in the City's history. During this time, the
steamboat activity along the St. Johns River substantially increased and Palatka became the distribution center for a large hinterlando This period of. prosperity ended
with the development of the railroad systems, and from 1890 to 19,10: the economy of
the area was disrupted and population growth nearly came to
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TABLE 19
_POPULATION GROWTH - P.ALATKA, FLORIDA
1860-1966
Increase Over Preceding Census
Year

Population

·Number

Percent

1967

12,260

1,232

11.2%

1960

11,028

1,852

20o2%

1950

9,176

2,036

28o5%

1940

7,140

640

9o8%

1930

6,500

• 1I 398

27o4°/o

1920

5, 102

1,323

35o0%

1910

3,779

478

14o 5°/o

1900

3,301

262

8o6%

1890

3,039

1,423

88.1%

1880

1,616

896

124.4%

1860

613

Source: Compiled by Adley Associates from Uo So Census of Po~ulation,. 1967.
Population estimate by Adley Associates, June 1, 1967.
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i: .· Putnam County has had a relatively stable growth rate during the past 67 years. A
._.: ~.-:_·.
·: .. , · :.- · total increase of 26,6(}9 persons has been recorded during this period, or approximately
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During the seventeen-year period, 1950-1967, the County has· experienced a population
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TABLE 20
POPULATION GROWTH -PUTNAM COUNTY, FLORIDA
1900-1967

Year

Putnam County

Palatka

% Living in
City of P a I a t a

k

1900

11,641

3,301

28.3

1910

13,096

3,779

29.0

1920

14,568

5, 102

35.0

1930

18,096

6,500

36 .. 0

1940

18,698

7,140

38.2

1950

23,615

9, 176

38.8

1960

32,212

11,028

34.2

1967

38,050

12,260

32.2

Source: Compiled from U. So Census of Population by Adley Associates.

1967 popu-

lation estimates made by Adley Associates on June 1, 1967.

COMPARATIVE GROWTH IN THE FLORIDA CROWN

A comparative growth analysis of Putnam County and the fifteen surrounding counties
composing the Florida Crown shows that the average annual· growth rate in Putnam
County is lower than that of the region as a whole. The analysis shows that during
the past 35 years, Putnam County has shown an increase of only 82%, while the region
as a whole has grown more than 146%.
The analysis shows .that five counties in the region lost population during this same period.
· The analysis further shows that, without ~xception, the counties which experienced the
greatest growth contained at least one urbanized section, and those which lost population
were predominantly agricultural areas.

Highly urbanized Duval County has been the

fastest growing in the entire section.
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TABLE 21
POPULATION .GROWTH - FLORIDA CROWN
1930-1965

..

-

% Increase

County

1930

1940

1950

1960

1965

1930- 1965

Alachua
Baker

34,365
6,273

38,607,
6,510

57,026
6,313

74,074
7,363

116%
28%

Bradford

9,405

8,717

11,457

12,446

88,.300
8,000
12,800

I

36%

I

6,'859

6,468

14,323

19,535

20,700

200%

14,638
155,.503

16,859

18,216

20,077

23,400

37%

210,143

304,029

455,411

511,500

230%

Flagler

2,466

3,008

3,367

4,566

5,700

136%

Gilchrist

4, 174

4,250

3,499

2,868

3,200

Hamilton

9,454
•12,456

9,778

8, 981

7,705

12,550

10,637

9,375
18,096

10,826

12,811

1~,698

23,615

10,364
17, 189
32,212

8,000
11,500

23%
15%

32,800

101%
S2o/o

St. !Johns

'18,676

20,012

24,998

30,034

32,700

75%

Suwannee
·union

15,731

17,073

16,986

14,961

17,000

8o/o

7,428

7,094

8,906

6,043

6,500

12o/o

324,899

390,593

525, 164

714,848

801,400

146. 7o/o

1,468,211 •1,897,414 2, 7711305 4,951,560 5,805,000

296%

Cloy
Columbia
Duval

Levy
Nausau
Putnam

TOTAL
REGION:
lOTAL
STATE:

Florida Crown As
22%
%of State:

21°k

1~k

14°k

19,300

~k

14%

Source: Compiled by Adley Associates from U. S. Census of Population, 1960, and
the ·1965 Bureau of Economic and Business· Research, University ofF lorida, 1965.
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Further analysis shows that the Florida Crown contained nearly 14% of the total State
population in 1965, a considerable drop from the 22% of State total in 1930.

URBANIZATION TREND IN PUTNAM COUNTY
Putnam County contains five incorporated cities with a total population in 1967 estimated
at 15,365 1 or approximately 46% of the total County population. The population within
the incorporated areas has maintained a constant percentage of the total County population
since 1940, showing only slight changes within the range of 38% to 46%.
Outside of four incorporated areas, the only additional urbanizing areas are East Palatka
and the areas west of the City of Palatka. It is estimated that these two areas account for
nearly 6, 190 additional population making the total urban population of Putnam County
approximately 21 1555 or 65o/o of the total County 1967 estimated population. In 1960, the
total urban population was estimated at 18,569 or only 58% of the County total, indicating
a trend within the County since 1960 toward a more urban population. Since 1960, the County
has experienced a total population growth of 19,352 people, and 12,267 or nearly 63.4% of
this increase ·has -been in the urban areas.
TABLE 22
POPULATION GROWTH- URBAN AREAS, PUTNAM COJNTY, FLORIDA

1940-1960
A rea

1940

1950

1960

Numerical
Increase

Percent
Increase

1940.{)0

1940-60

City of Interlachen

251

297

349

98

39<'k

City of Pomona Park

316

443

516

200

64%

City of Welaka

457

459

526

69

15%

City of Cresent City

1I 124

11393

11629

505

45%

City of Pa Iatka

71 140

91176

11,028

388

55o/o

East Palatka

11 133

1,133

100°k

Palatka Fringe Area

31388

3,388

100o/o

181569

51781

85%

TOTAL URBAN AREA:

9,288

11 1 !68

Source: Compiled from U. S. Census of Population by Adley Associates.
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The City of Palatka and its urban fringe have experienced an urban area population
growth of 9,810 citizens since 1940, or nearly 6Cf0k of the total urban area growth
of the County.

POPULATION CHARACTERISTICS- CITY

a=

PALATKA

Age-Sex Profile
While the median age of the population of the State of Florida is increasing, the median
age of Palatka's population is decreasing. In 1950, the median age of all Palatka citi-·
zens was 29.6 years, but by 1960 it had decreased to 27. 2o/o years.
This age decrease is largely attributable to a sizeable increase in the number of children
under twenty years of age, primarily ten years and under. Births to families moving into
the area during the early 1950s, part of the influx of workers to the newly constructed
Hudson Paper Plant, account for the major portion of this increase ..
In 1960, there was a reduction in the number of persons between the ages of 20 and 35,
indicating an exodus of people seeking employment elsewhere ..
These figures indicate why the Putnam County School System has experienced such a
rapid increase in the number of new school children during the past few years.

TABLE 23
P0PULATION : BY AGE GROUPS - CITY OF PALATKA, 1950-1960

1960

Percent

Number

4,598
2,008
2,073
1,421
928

43%
18o/o
18%
13%
8°k

3, 188
2,170
1I 962
1,121
735

24%
21%
12°k
8%

11,028

100%

9,176

100%

Number

Under 20
20- 34
35 -49
50-64
65 & Over
· TOTAL

1950
Percent

Age Group

35°k

Source: Compiled from U. S. Census of Population by Adley Associates.

The sex profile of the City 1s population shows that there were more females than males
in 1960 and the media.n age of these females was 28o0 years while the males• median age
· was only 26.3 years. It is interesting to note that between the ages of 0-19 years, females
outnumber males by only 78 persons, but in the older age group, there are 410 more females.

Educational Level
Throughout Florida, considerable attention has been secured on the educational system~
. In 1950, Florida had a median School Years Completed of 906 years, compared wi·th a
national average of 9.3 years. During the ten-year period, 1950-1960, the state experienced unprecedented population growth which placed great burdens on the educational system, but the median school years rose to 10.9 years in 1960 while the national
average was 10.6.
In 1950, Palatka citizens had a median School Years Completed of 8o5 years, nearly
one year below the State average.

In 1960, the situation improved with the City lagging

behind the State with median Years Completed of 10. 1 and 10.9 respectively.
Particularly significant is the fact that in 1960 in the City of Palatka, nearly 41°k of all
persons over 25 years of age had attended no more than the eighth grade in school o Equally
important, in 1960 234 persons in the City had no formal education, which was an increase
of 59 additional uneducated persons over 1950. When such a situation exists, everybody
loses. The illiterate or semi-1 iterate citizen cannot earn a I iving wage.

He uses City

services for which he generally does not pay his tax share and he often must depend upon
Welfare for his minimal existence.
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TABLE 24
NUMBER OF SCHOOL YEARS COMPLETED- PAlATKA, FLORIDA*

v

1950-1960

Number of
School Years
None

1

5

-

4

School
1950

Years Comeleted
1960

Percent Change
1950 - 1960

175

234

+34°/o

1,030

762

-26%

I

8

1,670

1,587

-5%

1,650

2,350

+42%

13 - ·5

310

412

+33°k

16 years & Over

335

4J 1

+2%

5,170

5,756

12 years

TQ :Al

Sour-ce: Compiled by Adley Associates from U. S. Census of Populat·on.

Income Levels
A comparison of 1949 and 1959 income levels in Pa1atka shows a rlsing prosperity o
P<1latka 1s citizens and reflects the impact of the C.i ty's flew ci izenso Tbe .median
i111come of families and unrelated individuah for the State increased from$ · , 954 in
950 to $3,815 in 1960; a ;ump of 49<'/o.

During t.he same per4od, however, the

median income for famHies and unrelated ·i ndivtduah inside the City of Pa~at-ka increased from $1,883 to $3,090; a jur:np of only .39<'/oo
fihe factors which account for Palatka 1s siow ir-1come feve1 ·incf'ease are two-fold and
~t.osely relatedo First of all, as we ·have seen, both the educational and technical

background of the population is lower than the ~tate averageo The present large
.percentage of low-income families in Palatka mi.rrors the iocal economy of 1949

when agriculture was the leading employer. At th<ll.t time, more than 71°k of all
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families earned less than $3,000 annually, and the middle income group was almost
n~n-existent;

only 4. <JOk of all families earned between $6,000 and $10,000 annually.

By 1959, the industrial and educational levels of Paiatka had shown good gains and
the picture is reflected in the income levels. In 1959, only 38.3o/o of all families and
unrelated individuals in Palatka had incomes less than $3,000 and the middle income
group had i.ncreased to over 22.-8°k with an additionoJ 0. 1% in the high income group.
This substantial increase and ·improvement In the eeo!llomy and income level of the ·City
was stil ' beJow fhe ~progress 'Show·ed .by the State as a whole. For the impact of rapid
industriaHzation and growl d :t he aerospace
areas
a new

indust,r~es' was

greatest in the Metropolitan

he State wh-ere t~e new iobs attracted the ~highly skilled technici-a ns earning
igh wage.

Occupational Status
Occupational chang.e s i- "cat·e the type of people who moved to Palatka in the decade
of the 1950s - and who are cont-i-nuing to move in. ~ndicative of these occupational
shifts, the number of prof.essi·cmal., techni-cal, and kindred workers have shown substantial
increases since 1950, 1u·mpi:ng from 7.8°/o of the employed persons to 10.2°k. During the
same period, the unskilled laborers dropped from 37.8% to 32.1% respectively. The percentage with occupations -in the operatives group remained nearly constant, reflecting
the increase in truc·k -drive s -a . -deJ.ivery , en .in local industry. The largest shift in
occupationa·l s atus betwee

~'950 ·

nd ~960 was ·in the common laborers, which decreased

from 15.2% in 1950 to 0.4% .m ~ 960.
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TABLE 26
MAJOR OCCUPATIONAL GROUPS - CITY OF PALATKA, 1950-1960

Occupation

1950

Percent

1960

Percent

Professional, Technical & Kindred Workers

301
19

708
o5

424
21

10.2
.5

363
322
289
322
733
302
306
269
584
59

9o5
8.3
7o5
8o3
18o8
7.8
7.9
6.9
15.2
1.5

460
380
263
368
769
394
342
162
432

11. 1
9.2
6.3
8.6
18.5
9.5
8.3
3.9
10.4
3.5

Farmers & Farm Managers
Managers, Officials, Proprietors, Except
Those Of Farms
Clerical & Kindred Workers
Sales Workers
Craftsmen, Foremen & Kindred Workers
Operatives & Kindred Workers
Private Household Workers
Service Workers
Farm Laborers
Laborers, Except Farm
Other
TOTAL EMPLOYED:

3,869

100.0%

144

4, 159

I

100.0%

Source: Compiles by Adley Associates from U. So Census of Population o

Racia I Characteristics
Not all citizens of Palatka have shared in the increasing prosperity. While the average
Palatka family had an income of $4,236 in 1959, the average non-white family had an
income of only $2,269.
The declining demand for common labor in Putnam County has resulted in the I a c k of
significant in-migration of non-whites, and ther7fore, has led to their substantial decrease
~sa proportion of the total population. The

5.4°/o reduction of non-white population in

the County as a whole, and only a 1. 90k decrease within the City of Palatka reflects the
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movement of a small number of farm laborers into the City where better jobs are available.
T~e reduction in percentage of non-white population in Palatka and Putnam County re-

flects the State trend which recorded a substantial decrease in the percentage of nonwhite population from 1950 to 1960 of 28.0% to 17.8% respectively.

TABLE 27
NON-WHITE POPULATION-· CITY OF PALATKA & PUTNAM COUNTY
1950 & 1960
During Year of 1950
During Year of 1960
City
County
City
County
Number %of Total Number o/o of Total Number %ofTotal ('..Umber 0/o of Total
White

5,025

5A.?'k

Non-White

4., 151

45.JO/o

15,013

63.5°k

6,246

56.6%

22,180

68.9%

4,782

43.4o/o

10,032

31.1%.

Source: Compiled from Uc, So Census of Population by Adley Associates.

THE FUTURE POPUlATION

The most important single function of the preceding population inventory of data is to
provide a basis upon which to make a forecast of future population levels. Normally,
by applying various techniques to the existing and historical population data, trends
and growth rates can be interpolated to give future projections, but because the northeast section of the State is presently experiencing developments which undoubtedly will
have direct effect on population growth, the use of standard techniques are less than
valid. The cross-state barge canal, the Green Cove Springs Industrial Park, and other
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recent industrial announcements all combine to make the future growth picture much brighter
than past trends and rates would indicate. _For this reason, the future population for Palatka
is based upon a modified geometric projection with increased rates introduced after 1975.

TABLE 28
POPULATION PROJECTIONS - CITY OF PALATKA, URBAN FRINGE; 1970-1980-1985

City of Palatka
Urban Fringe
Total Palatka Planning Area:

1985

1970

1980

13,255

15,932

17,541

5,246

8,393

11,330

18,501

24,325

28,871

Source: Adley Associates.

The projections indicate that the City will increase a total of 5,281 persons during the
next eighteen .y ears without annexation. This increase is a 43°/o total growth or approximately 2. 4°k annually, which is an increase over the annual growth rate since 1960.
The important aspect of ·these projections is that the urban fringe to the west of the City
will grow at a rate nearly three times that of the City itself. The projections show a

.

total growth to 1985 for this fringe area of over 141°k.
Whet do ·these projections mean in terms of long-range growth and development? They
indicate that:
1.

The greatest growth will take place outside of the City where controls
and regulations are not enforced and adequate public facilities are not
availableo

2.

Growth inside of the City will neces-s itate considerable redevelopment
and will likely result in higher density construction requiring expansion
of utilities and other public services.
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3.

Seventy-nine new school classrooms will be required to provide
adequate educational facilities for the urban area.

4.

Nearly 2,200 additional acres of land will be developed to pro'
vide ·living and working area for the additional population.

Summed up in another way, these population projections indicate that,
during the next eighteen years, another city the size of present day Palatka
must be built to provide for the new citizens.
It has taken over 117 years to build the. P a I atka of today.
better in the next eighteen years.

The task is to

